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ln Our 98th Year
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Volume 98 No. 227

O'Neill Says House Will Not
Vote To End Gas Price Control

ALMOST OVER — 19m Wallis
stands in front of a combine he
almost lost off a wooden bridge
on Squire Holland Road Friday.
County officials say the bridge will
probably be closed until early
next week. A county road crew
retreived the $50,000 machine
from off the structure Friday a.temoon.
Photos by Lowell Atchley

A Day In The Life. ..

Combine Cracks Bridge
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
"Well, I guess you can call it an
example of a •day in the life of a
farmer," Kim Wallis chuckled
Saturday morning.
Wallis wasn't chuckling Friday
morning. He was upset and he looked it.
He stood and watched as his combine,a
John Deere 6600, teetered precariously
on a wooden bridge spanning a creek in
the flat, rich, bottomlands just off
Squire Holland Road.
About 8:30 Friday morning Wallis,33,
almost lost the $50,000 machine off the
bridge's edge.
The bridge is closed now waiting
repairs which Rob Walston,Calloway
County road superintendent, says may
come early next week. "We're out of
materials right now," Walston said. He
indieritied the roarieratamasiatidantha _
"tracks" across the structure. "

IS THERE HOPE? — Julie
Billington, a Tiger cheerleader,
looks almost hopeless as she stands on the sidelines and watches
Murray in a 42-0 loss to Heath. For
more details, see the sports section of today's Murray Ledger S,
Times.
(Staff Photo by Kevin Penick)

Wallis' combine didn't fall Friday.
The right front tire of the machine
smashed into the structure on the south
edge. With a steel cable attached to a
nearby wrecker, the combine stood
there until a county road crew arrived
just after noon Friday to get it out.
The road crew took out some planks
on the far side of the bridge, jacked the
combine up, threw some "sleepers"
underneath and slowly backed the rig
off the structure.
"They got if off about 1:30 Friday and
I got into my fields about 4 or 4:30,"
Wallis said Saturday morning.
To the Calloway County farmer who
lives near Stella, the down time Friday
was costing him money. "If it's here
long I'll lose a whole day's shelling,
4,000 to 5,000 bushels," Wallis said.
"This is the first time I've come
_norm's lt.voitit a eamaisine," Wallis said.
"If I'd known the way it was,I wouldn't
have tried it."
Wallis said the right rear tire angled
off a runway over the bridge, causing it
to jerk and throwing the large right
wheel to the edge.
Wallis owns about 300 acres in the
bottornlands off Squiare Holland Road,
The wooden bridge is a sore thumb for
Harmers who work the area along
Clarks River.
"We tried for three Years to get
another bridge on down the road put
in," Rex Ramsey said. "My father-inlaw owns land in here."
Former magistrate Cecil Holland,
the man the stretch of road is named
after, said, "I told Bob (Calloway
County Judge Robert 0. Miller) a few
weeks ago that this bridge is
dangerous. He said he would take it up
with the fiscal court. Well,I reckon they
took it up and he (Miller) said they
couldn't build it this year. I told him it
was dangerous and somebody was
going to get killed."
Holland theorized the county road
department could have bought enough
rails to widen tracks across the
structure for less than $100.
Tommy Bogard, First District
magistrate, said Saturday morning,
"Nobody from that part of the county
has call me about it."
Bogar said, contrary to Holland's
contention, talk of replacing the bridge
had not come up in a prior fiscal court
meeting.
The magistrate responsible for the
road and bridge, said the county bridge
superintendent estimated repair time
on the bridge at about two hours.
Bogard contended Wallis "should
have used some common sense" before
trying to cross the structure. "For a
combine,a man is traveling the bridge
at his own risk," the magistrate said.
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Most farmers helping Wallis with the
combine guessed corn picking losses at
more than $500.
The bridge had no posted tonnage
limit, according to Walston. "I don't
know of any wooden bridge in the
county that has a limit sign," he added.
Walston indicated the county could hold
Wallis responsible for paying the repair
bill on the bridge for "tearing up
country property."

WASHINGTON ( API — Although
proponents of deregulating natural gas
prices still appear to have the upper
hand in the Senate, House Speaker
Thomas P. O'Neill is warning that a
vote to end controls would be rejected
by. the House.
The Senate, meeting today in a rare
Saturday session, is continuing debate
ou the gas-pricing bill, but a. filibuster
by opponents of relaxed price controls
has slowed action to a snail's pace.
A move by Senate leaders to halt the
filibuster, a motion that requires a
three-fifths majority, is expected to be
voted on Monday.
The Senate's test vote last Thursday
4ainst President Carter's plan to keep
controls on natural gas while allowing
the price ceiling to rise slightly has
brought progress or the bill to a near
standstill.
And while administration supporters
and Senate Democratic leaders were
casting around for a possible way out of
the dilemma, O'Neill made it clear that
the House, which already has passed
Carter's plan, won't buy any form of
natural gas deregulation.
The course of action by the Senate
on natural gas pricing policy poses a
serious threat to the President's energy
program," the House speaker said
Friday in a statement. "It is
abundantly clear to me that the House
will not accept deregulation of new
natural gas."
If the House and Senate disagree on
the issue, a conference committee
would try to reach a compromise.

Baar Named To Head
National Association
Prof. Robert K. Baar, director ol.
choral activities at Murray State
University, has been named national
chairman by the 8,000-member
American Choral directors Association
for its 1978 convention next March in
Kansas City, Mo.
A life-time member of the ACDA,
Baar, who has been
a member of the
Murray faculty since 1951, is the immediate past-president
of
the
association's southern division, which
encompasses
11
states and 11,rnembership or more
B A
than 1,000. Choral directors from all
over the world attended the

Arthritis brive
To Start Monday
"Help defeat arthritis before it
defeats you" will be the plea that the
members of the Calloway Cpunty High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America will be
making when they start their home
ca.vassing of a part of Murray.
'she members, organized by Bess
Ke lick and Lucy Forrest, will hold
their "victory march" on plondas
September 26, starting 3:30 p rn
Donations will be collected by the
Calloway FHA from West Main t.,
Glendale and Wiswell Road,from South
12th Street to Doran Road, and
Gatesboro Circle.
The rest of the city will be canvassed
at a later date by members of the
Murray High School FHA Chapter with
Lucy Lilly, Sally Grass, and Dortha
Bailey as advisors,and by the Calloway
County 4-H Club members with Jane
Steely as advisor.
Members of the Theta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will he
canvassing the businesses of the co
during the coming two weeks wit
Dortha Jones as the leader, assisted
all members of the department.
If a person is not at home at the timc
a volunteer calls, donations ma h
sent directly to the Kentucky Chapter f
the Arthritis Foundation,
Bardstown Road, Louisville, Ky. 404
Murray and Calloway County will !,(.
credited with these donations e%e'
though they are sent directly to the
State Foundation.
Arthritis is the number
"crippler" of both children and adull,
and affects almost every family.
spokesman said. Persons may receiv,
treatment for arthritis, according t,
their incomes, at the Lexington Clink
and Lexington V.A. hospital i•
Lexington, and at General Hospital. S:
Joe's, and Norton's Clinic in Louisvilic

association's national convention. last
year in Dallas, Tex.
His experience both as an orchestral
and choral conductor is refelcted in the
great demand kr his off-campus services. In additkn to the ACDA convention appointment, several other
prestigious assignments are on his
schedule for the current school year.
He will be in Atlanta, Ga.,on October
31 to conduct the music for the regional
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia convention.
He will be in Nashville, Term., on October 31 to conduct the music for the
regional Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia convention. Last year, he worked with
William Warfield,the famous singer, in
the
music
program
at the
organization's national convention.
Later, on Nov. 7, he will conduct the
Quad-State Choral Festival on the
Murray State campus for the 25th consecutive year, and will conduct a
similar one in Virginia in December.
More than 200 selected high school
singers from Kentucky, Tennessee,
Minois and Missouri participate in the
Murray festival.
Following his work with the ACDA in
Kansas City in March, Professor Baar
will be in Vicksburg, Miss., to conduct
that state's All-State Chorus in April. In
recent years,he has conducted all-state
choruses in Kentucky, Delware, Arkansas and Georgia.
May 4 and 6, he will be in Atlanta,
Ga., to serve as adjudicator for the Six
Flags Over Georgia Music Festival, an
event involving more than 1,000 high
school and college singers.
His summer, 1978, plans call for his
third trip to Europe as conductor of an
80-voice choir under the sponsorship of
Ehen Tilly Associates of Chapel Hill, N.
C. The group will sing in some of the
principal European cities during ten 16day tour.
A native of Chicago, Baar was named
the Distinguished Professor of the Year
In 1969 by the Murray State Alumni
Association, and in 1972 was recognized
as one of America's outstanding
professors. In addition to his choral
work, he also served two years as the
university's ombudsman.

Industry allies in the Senate hope to
replace the Carter plan with their own
proposal to lift price controls
immediately on newly produced
onshore gas and to phase them out over
five years on offshore gas.
Carter wants to raise the ceiling
initially to $1.75.
Thursday's vote showed the
administration to be about six votes
short of what is needed to kill the
deregulation plan.
Under either proposal, consumers
will be paying larger heating bills in the
future, although estimates vary of the
effect of the two plans.
A Congressional Budget Office study
says Carter's plan would mean average
consumer heating bills of $42.80 a

month by 1978, compared with $55.80 a
month under the industry proposal.
Deregulation backers dispute the
estimate and say consumers wouldn't
be hit that hard.
As a possible compromise, Sen.
Henry M. Jackson, D-Wash., chairman
of the Senate Energy Committee, has
proposed but lifting the current $1.45.
per thousand cubic foot ceiling to $2.03
and lettihg the lid rise to $3.24 by 1985.
AlthotiAtf neither the administration
nor the gas industry seemed very
happy with Jackson's proposal, the
Washington lawmaker claimed
"compromise...is the only realistic
option available to us."
His proposal is expected to be voted
on Monday.

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENT — Teressa Smith, a freshman physical therapy
major at Murray State University, has been selected to receive a $200
departmental scholarship from the Department of Recreation and Physical
Education. Miss Smith, the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith of Murray, is
shown with Bailey Gore,associate professor in the department

Ratio Of Self-Employed
In Calloway On Increase
How strong an urge does the average
Calloway County residents have to
become self-employed, with a business
of his own?
How many men and women, locally,
have taken that step and are now their
own bosses,for better of for worse?
According to the Labor Department,
embarking on such a course can be
risky, rewarding or disastrous,
depending upon a number of factors.
The mortality rate among new
businesses is very high.
However, the hazards involved do not
seem to faze would-be entrepreneurs.
Each year an additional number of
them take the plunge.
They put whatever savings they have
and whatever money they can borrow
to make the big move. Some succeed,
some don't.
Many of those who have set out on
their own in the last few years had been
out of work for a long time and had
become tired of waiting for jobs to
materialize.
In Calloway County, the latest figures
indicate, the proportion of the working
population that is self-employed has
been on the rise since 1970.

Approximately 1,090 men and women
in the area now derive their chief
income from their own business,
profession,farm or trade.
They are the storekeepers, the
doctors, the farriers, the barbers
electricians, gas sttion operators and
the like.
What this means; termssof the total
number of employed people in
Calsvay County, is that close to 10.8
per cent of them are self-employed.
the proportion is somewhat greater,
it is found, than in many parts of the
country. In the United States it is 8.6 per
cent and, in the East South Central
States,9.7 per cent.
Throughout the nation as a whOle, in
line with the overall increase in the
population, there has been a growth in
recent years in the number of non-farm
businesses. Offsetting this rise,
however, has been the decline in the
number of farm operators.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics
reports that there are now more than
7,800,000 people in the United States
who are self-employed, compared with
6,827,060 in 1970. It is an increase of 14
per cent.

Fireworks Display
Scheduled At Game
The fireworks won't all be on the
football field at Roy Stewart Stadium as
Murray State University meets
Tennessee Tech for MSU's first Ohio
Valley Conference clash Saturday
night.
-A fireworks display will highlight
MSU's band show during halftime,
according to Joe Tom Erwin, sports
information director at Murray State
University.
Erwin calls the display, sponsored by
Bank of Murray, one of the largel in
the area.

SCOUT DONATION — Forrest Priddy, vice president of Murray Rotary
Thursday gave a $200 donation on behalf of the club to Boy Scout Troop
13. Accepting the donation is Larry Doyle, scoutmaster.
Staff Photo by loyyell Atchley
•
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1'3'4 COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Saturday, September 24
Rummage and plant sale
will be held at the Ellis
Community Center starting at
seven a.m., sponsored by
Theta Department, Murray
Woman's Club.
Alpha Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have ihs
luncheon at twelve noon at the
club house.
Nocturnal Discovery Walk
. will start at Center Station.
Land Between the Likes, at
eight p.m.
American Quarter Horse
Association Show will be at
nine a.m. to midnight at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
'
Bazaar will be at Uncle
Willie's Trading Post at
Midway, 641 South, sponsored
by Women's Department,
Reorganized Church of Jesus
Christ of Litter Day Saints.
Saturday, September 24
Arthritis fund drive roadblock by Alpha Omicron Pi
sorority will be at intersections of 16th and Main
and 12th and Chestnut.
Country ham breakfast will
be served from five a.m. to
one p.m. by the Blue Grass
State CB Club at the club room
over Wallis Drug, north side of
court square. Price will be
$2.50 each.
Singing Petty Family will
sing at seven p.m. at the New
Concord United Pentecostal
C'harch.
Saturday, September 24
M Club will have a dance at
the Murray Country Club
about ten p.m. following the
Murray State football game.
Tickets are $7.50 per couple
and may be purchased at the
door.
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Frances Drake

Monday,September 26

FOR SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 25,Irfl

MSU Women's Society will
hat a salad supper and
or nizational meeting at six
p. m. at Beshear Gym. Each
one is to bring a salad.

cgocat

Wedding Planned

Your Individual
Horoscope

4

"

What kind of day will handed to you on the proverbial
tomorrow be' To find out what silver platter may actually have
the stars say, read the forecast strings attached.
given for your birth sign.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ARIES
Personal relationships in high
I Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) Verl
Murray High School PT()
new favor. Better communication
a
or
twist
original
An
will have open house at the
and others
method could brighten routine, between yourself
Make some minor
school at seven p.m.
but don't go to extremes and indicated.ns in
order to effect
concessio
attempt the bizarre.
major gains.
Open house will be held at
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
Apr_ 21 to May 21)
the Murray Vocational School
A pick-up, a brighter set of ( Dec_ 22 to Jan. 20) 10let
from seven to 830 p.m.
Yet
A few moments of thought
stimulating influences.
there goes with this t as with before plunging into any acRecovery, Inc., will meet at
Aries) an admonition to avoid tivity can save you from
7 30 p.m. at the Health Center,
extremes, to curb emotions.
making costly errors. Channel
North 7th and Olive Streets.
GEMINI
efforts discerningly; use skills
and talents adroitly.
( May 22 to June 21)
Avoid that far-out limb which AQUARIUS
Creative Arts Department,
has neither been tested for (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
--MA
Murray Woman's Club, will
nor offers good reason
strength
es stimulate
Fine
influenc
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the club
What
examination.
for
your ingenuity, creativity and
house. ,
fascinates is not always worth personality. Be careful,
going after.
however, not to go to extremes
CANCER
Reservations for the ladies
in anything you undertake.
23)
July
to
22
(June
at
ay
Wednesd
day luncheon pn
Make the most of certain PISCES
the Murray Country Club
unexpected situations. Your (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
with
today
made
should be
This will be one of those "give
energy and good judgment will
Mrs. Dwain Taylor, chairbe more than sufficient to cope and take" days, with emphasis
on the giving. The artistic, the
man. with them.
extra trimming, the light touch
LEO
can brighten all things.
Calloway County High (July 24 to Aug. 23)
be
should
tion
concentra
Your
will
School Chapter of FHA
YOU BORN TODAY are
working on all cylinders now.
collect for the Arthritis
Bring to the surface those good endowed with a keen and
to
Main
West
foundation from
ideas you have and put them in analytical mind; are a zealous
scholar and extremely artistic
Glendale and Wiswell Road, working order.
in your leanings. You apply
VIRGO
from S. 12th to Doran Road
astutely and
and Gatesboro Circle starting ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) rP% your learning an
excellent
A day calling for good would make
at 3:30 p.m.
judgment. Don't sell any new teacher or writer. You have
idea short, and do look for new many other careers open to you,
Tuesday. September 27
opportunities which may not be however, but prefer either
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
creative or intellectual purimmediately obvious.
suits. Your inherent love of
Woodmen of World will have a
LIBRA
beauty makes you an outI Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
salad supper at 6:30 p.m. at
As with many others, you will standing candidate in the fields
the home of Ann Spann.
sculpture,
painting,
get into difficulty if you speak or of
act in haste now. Stick to high illustrating, designing and
will
Club
Murray Quota
principles, but avoid dissension, interior decorating. In other
meet at twelve noon at the
professions, choose from the
antagonism.
law, medicine or stateinanship.
Triangle Inn.
SCORPIO
' Birthdate of: Phil Rizutto,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt'eltir
Be extremely alert now. baseball star and TV sportDexter Senior Citizens will
Something which seems to be scaster.
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
community center.

4,,v
/
e1

iDefm.-A bit
ilt
ct
f
Children's Letter To
Divorced Parents:
Let Us Love You Both

./24

Plant Sale

25% OFF
ItAnits<>0 GAktiEN
(This Week Only

1914 Coldwater
753-0317
FREE DELIVERY

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 28, 1977
What kind of day will formation, sifting details of a
tomorrow be? To find out what project you have in mind. Well
the stars say, read the forecast prepared, you should conclude
it satisfactorily.
given for your birth Sign.
LIBRA
JLfl
(Sept. 24 to Oct. ra) -Don't flounder about without
a set and clear target. Know
ARIES
where you stand and HOW you
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Extraordinarily fine in- intend to accomplish. Then the
fluences! There will be many doing will be truly effective,
means at your disposal for stimulating.
achieving goals, reaping an SCORPIO
abundant harvest of gratifying ( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) 171,
rewards. A time for ACTION!
Do not be overly concerned
TAURUS
with setbacks, opposition.
(Apr. 21 to May 21( t‘CO" Taken philosophically, they can
There is a prevalent tendency be teachers, stabilizers. Some
toward
unconventionality. fine advantages in the offing.
Don't join those who are in- SAGITTARIUS
discreet. Bend backwards, in (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
fact, to give a good example of
Persons in your occupational
the wisdom of conservative
circle may seem to be rather
action.
demanding, but try to realize
GEMINI
that overaggressiveness is often
(May 22 to June 21)
a sign of inner insecurity and
You must reckon with strong
respond accordingly.
opposition now. But, with tact,
CAPRICORN
good judgment and your innate (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
be
perceptiveness, you should
Never mind the odds against
able to overcome it.
you! Keep working toward your
CANCER
objectives. There is always a
(June 22 to July 23)
way for the imaginative, opBe alert. Scrutinize all
timistic worker. And you are
situations before acting. Rule
that!
out doubt, fear of failure. You
AQUARIUS
have the know-how!
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
LEO
You will have less opposition
(July 24 to Aug. 23)'4244i.
in certain areas than you exs
inus
influence
Auspicio
pect Take the bit by the teeth;
dicate new opportunities,
put beliefs, intuitive Ideas
of
delayed
reception
actively to work.
recognition, the successful
PISCES
of
pending
'
conclusion
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
negotiations. All in all, a good
Good stellar influences should
day!
encourage you to step out and
VIRGO
try for bigger gains. Accelerate
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP%
your pace but do not reduce
" A day for gathering ineffectiveness by scattering
energies.

14,tzt

By Abigail Van Buren
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DEAR ABBY: It seems that more and more parents
I
teenage children are being divorced these days.
and
years,
two
nearly
for
decision
that
with
d
struggle
finally joined their ranks.
by each
I received the following letter, which was signed
and 12.
of my children. Their ages are 17, 15, 13
I hope you will think it worthy of your column.
NO NAME,PLEASE

Miss Betty Lynn Chaney
and Itexie Eugene Cobb

ti

Mr. and Mrs. William Cortel Chaney of Murray announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Betty Lynn,to Lexie Eugene Cobb,son of Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Jones Cobb,Sr.,of Newbern,Tn.
The bride-to-be is a graduate of Vanden High School, Travis
Air Force Base, Calif., and is now a senior at Murray State
University where she is majoring in elementary education.
Her paternal grandparents are the late Mr. and Mrs. Euris
Chaney of Murray and her maternal grandparents are the late
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Inman of Greenville.
Mr. Cobb is a graduate of Newbern High School, Newbern,
Tn., and is attending Dyersburg State Community College
majoring in electronic technology. He is presently employed at
GTE Sylvania in Dyersburg. Mrs. Lizzie Cobb and thelate Lex
Cobb are his paternal grandparents. His maternal {grandparents are Mrs. Pauline Fitzpatrick and the late Jaek Fitz-

both for
DEAR DIVORCED PARENTS: We love you
we love
different reasons, so please don't feel that because
to understand
one of you, we cannot love the other. Try
other, we still
that even though you no longer love each
you.
of
love both
with
We cannot be expected to know what went wrong
details of who
your marriage nor do we want to know the
us your side of
did what to whdim, so please don't try to tell
just help us to
you,
of
one
either
judge
to
us
ask
Don't
it.
of our own
accept your parting so that we can build a life
apart.
live
though our parents
We still need to be loved by both of you, so please don't
our
allow your resentment, however justified, to destroy
and
relationship with our grandparents, aunts, uncles
cousins on both sides.
We know you both love us, so please let us love you both.
YOUR CHILDREN

patrick.
The wedding ceremony will take place on Saturday, November 19, at seven p.m. at the Jonathan Creek Baptist Assembly,
Fairdealing. A reception will follow immediately after the
ceremony at the Kenlake Hotel.
Only out of town invitations will be sent and all friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding ceremony and the
reception.

DEAR ABBY: I'm 19, female and this is my first office
The
job. There are eight girls and two men in this office. two
lunch, plus
hours are 8 to 5, and we get an hour off,for
at 3
15 minute coffee breaks, one at 10 A.M. and the other
P.M.
Every morning, one of the girls brings in a box of
e
Danish, and someone makes a pot of coffee. Everyon
(except me) has coffee and Danish, and nobody settles
down to work until 8:30.
At 4:30 P.M. everyone starts putting their work away,
At
retouching their make-up and combing their hair.
precisely 5 P.M. they are all out the door.
I told them that it's like they're stealing an hour's wages
now
from the boss every day. They laughed at me, and
2;
"oddb4
they call me
I'd like your opinidzi.
ODDBALL

North Pleasant Grove
Women Plan Events

a

The North Pleasant Grove Virginia Jones, Dula Graham,
offices
DEAR ODDBALL: II you're an "oddball," more
Cumberland Presbyterian Christine Sherman, Kathryn
.
integrity
your
with
,
oddballs
Robinson
e
should have
Church Women met Monday, Glover, Josephin
September 12, at seven p.m. at Mildred Lowe, Nealie Wells,
's office
DEAR ABBY:lam a clerk-typist in the registrar
the home of Mrs. Roy Graham Sonja Speight, Glyco Wells,
ern college.
midwest
small
a
at
members and Jeremy Speight.
the
sixteen
with
The other day, about half an hour before lunch,
him.
with
lunch
have
present. Margery Crawford,
to
like
would
I
if
registrar asked me
thanked
president, presided and Linda
We went to lunch, he picked up the tab, and I
opening
Thornton led the
him.
prayer.
The next day, his secretary took me aside and told me
mortified
was
A potluck dinner
in a very confidential tone that the registrar was
when I didn't offet to pay for my own lunch as he had only
planned for Sunday, October
Then the
$10 with him and my lunch came to $3.50!
2, in the fellowship hall of the
"hint" to me that
to
asked
was
she
said
y
secretar
church immediately following
whenever anyone goes to lunch with the boss, it's "dutch."
the morning worship service.
I felt humiliated and upset to have been criticized behind
to
The Unionairs from Fulton
The Baptist Women of the
back for a wrong I didn't commit. Am I wrong
my
with
will present a program of Flint Baptist Church met
assume that when a gentleman asks me to have lunch
singing at two p.m. Greg recently at the church for the
him. I am his guest? I thought he would have been insulted
the
Sinclair, a member of the Week of prayer for state
had I offered to pay for my own lunch under
quartet, is a former Member missions program and to elect
circumstances. Please set me straight.
PERTURBED
of the North Pleasant Grove new officers for the coming
to
the
Ocmarried
is
in
Church and
church year to begin
DEAR PERTURBED: Had you offered to pay for your
former Sheila Marshall of tober.
own lunch, you would not have offended a gentleman,
Mut ray.
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because your boss isn't one. Furthermore, a man who asks
The public is invited to elected director, Jo Miller as
his secretary to "hint" to you that all his invitations mean
attend the services, the vice director, and Rena
"dutch" is both cheap and gutless. Relax, dear. You
secretaryas
potluck, and the singing. Hopkins
committed no wrong.
October 2 is also World Wide treasurer.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Communion Day and Holy
Mission study chairmen are
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
Communion will be served Willa Dean Colson and Sue
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during the worship service. Miller. Martha Imes and Dot
long, will-addressed,stamped 12441 envelope.
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The next meeting will be Joan Gilbert for Girls in
and fortunately, the talents
needed to succeed in them held Monday, October 10, at Action, and Maurita Livers for
yourself — provided, of course, seven p.m. at the home of Mission Friends.
that you properly educate Mary Katherine Cain with the
yourself along the desired lines.
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Joe Pat Thornton to
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All
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Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens with quilting and
bazaar work at 10:30 a.m.,
Murray-Calloway Jaycees sack lunch at noon, and band
will present Hagan Wallace 3- practice at one p.m.
Ring Circus at the Jaycee
Oak Grove Baptist Church
Fairgrounds with shows at
WMU will meet at the church
4:30 and eight p.m.
at eight p.m.
Sunday, September 25
Miss Rangerette Pageant
LaLeche League will meet
will be held at the WOW Hall at Gleason Hall, North 12th
at 2:30 p.m.
and Payne Streets, at 7:30
p.m. This is for all persons
Slide-lecture and search for interested in breast feeding of
Fall migrants of birds will be children.
at two p.m. at Center Station,
Land Between the Lakes.
Aglow Fellowship will meet
at Kenbar Inn at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday,September 25
Calloway County Singing
Michael Johnson will perConvention will be at Flint form in concert at 7:30 p.m. in
Center
Baptist Church at 1:30 p.m.
Student
the
Auditorium, MSU. Students
Calloway County Singing admitted by identification
Convention will be held at cards and all others will be
Flint Baptist Church at 1:30 charged one dollar.
p.m. Public is invited.
Faculty recital by Henry
Bannon, tenor, and Marie
Monday. September 21
Books Taylor, piano, will be
Great
Adult
Discussion Group will meet at presented in Farrell Recital
the Calloway County Public Hall, Price Doyle Fine Art,
Center, MSU, at 8:15 p.m.
Library at seven p.m.
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Washington Today

There Were No Winners
In The Lance Affair
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the Bert
Lance affair, there weren't any
winners. Lance Lost his job, President
Carter lost credibility, and the Senate)s
investigators lost their way.
'
For a few days, it seemed that the
fumbling efforts of investigating
senators to nail Lance might, instead,
spare him. The more they talked, the
better he looked.
But the case had gone too far, the
controversy wouldn't subside and
Lance, maintaining that he had cleared
his good name,took it off the letterhead
of the Office of Management and
Budget.
Carter said it was all done
voluntarily, but couldn't deny that if his
friend and budget director had not
reached that decision, he might have
had to suggest — or request — the
resignation.
For it was costing the White House
too much. Carter acknowledged that his
own credibility had suffered, although
he insisted that the high ethical
standards he had set for his
administration were not bent for a
friend in the Lance case.
Nonetheless, the controversy was
stirring doubts which Carter

ow Down
Joel:rump

acknowledged were damaging.
That problem was underscored by an
Associated Press public opinion poll
conducted Monday evening. That
nationwide survey of 1,548 adults,
conducted by Chilton Research
Services of Radnor, Pa., showed that
among some Americans, confidence in
Carter was shaken.
About 26 per cent of those interviewed
said they had less confidence than
before in Carter's pledge to demand
high moral conduct in government.
About 22 per cent said Carter's
handling of the Lance case had lowered
their opinion of his performance as
President.
In both cases, substantial majorities
said their opinions on Carter had not
been affected. Nonetheless, some
erosion was evident.
The resignation Carter accepted, and
praised, even as he defended his friend
and aide at Wednesday's news
conference, should put an end to that
problem.
It headed off the likelihood of some
others.
The pressure for resignation came in
part from the top members of the
Governmental Affairs Committee,
FROM THE

Congressional
Record

(A coionta for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

Fights Pulverized
Meat Standards
3
if

••

REP. PHILIP E. RUPPE (Mich.)
"...Today I am introducing legislation
that would undo a recent Supreme
Court decision that set back the
American consumer protection
movement by as much as 20 years.
"The Supreme Court decision I refer
to is the case of Jones against Rath
Packing Co., handed down on March
1977. In that case 39 States filed in
support of the California petitioner
arguing in part that stricter State laws
governing meat standards were not
preempted by Federal law...
"Thus, in my own State of Michigan,
the court delivered a death blow to
Michigan consumer-oriented meat laws
that have been in effect since 1952, 15
years before the Wholesome Meat Act
was passed...
means that comminuted —
pulverized — meats like bologna,
sausage,and hot dogs may contain such
ingredients as snouts, goat tripe,
spleens, hearts, salivary glands, and
tongues permitted under the Federal
law.
"Further it means that States can no
longer restrict the fat and bone in these
meats. Indeed, I understand that the
Department of Agriculture is planning
to again propose regulation on the use
of mechanically deboned meat, which

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 24, the 267th
day of 1977. There are 98 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1955, President Dwight
Eisenhower suffered a heart attack
while on vacation in Denver,Colo.
On this date:
In 1780, in the American Revolution,
Benedict Arnold escaped to a British
ship after attempting to betray the
West Point fortifications on the Hudson
River.
In 1869, there was panic on Wall
Street after an attempt by financiers
Jay Gould and James Fisk to corner the
gold market. The day became known as
Black Friday.
In 1934, Babe Ruth made his farewell
appearance as a regular player with
the New York Yankees.
In 1941, in World War II, Allied
governments pledged adherence to the
I.
Atlantic Charter.
a
ratifigli
In 1963, the U.S. Senate
Union
Soviet
the
and
Britain
treaty with
limiting nuclear tests.
In 1971 Britain expelled 90 Soviets for
espionage activities.
Ten years ago: Rescue craft were
sweeping the rough waters of Lake
Michigan in search of victims of a
sudden squall that pounded hundreds of
fishing boats and left at least six Irople
dead.
Five years ago: A privately lowned
Sabre jet crashed into an ice cream
parlor in Sacramento. Calif., and killed
22 people.
One year ago: The kidnaped heiress,
Patricia Hearst, was sentenced in San
Francisco to seven years in prison on
charges of armed robbery and using a
firearm to commit a felony.
Former
birthdays:
Today's
old.
years
47
is
Young
Astronaut John
Actor Anthony Newley is 46.
Thought for today: A nuisance may
be merely a right thing in the wrong
place — like a pig in the parlor instead
. of the barnyard — Sipreme Court
Justice George Sutherland, 1862-1942.

will mean more bone and fat in the
meat we eat.
"It would be a step backward in our
attempts to provide the American
consumer with safe, wholesome, and
nutritious food if we allow section 408 of
the Federal Wholesome Meat Act to
continue to preempt stricter State meat
laws,as the Supreme Court has ruled...
-Indeed, legislative history on this
act would indicate that, in fact, the goal
was to raise State meat laws to a
Federal minimum, not establish a
Federal maximum standard for meat
ingredients labeling, packaging, and
inspection...
"With 39 States supporting this
California position in the Jones case,
this issue is indeed of importance to
consumers nationwide. The States
participating in this suit included:
Alabama, California, Florida,
Kansas, Louisiana, Maine, Michigan,
Missouri, Mississippi, New York,
Texas,and Virginia...
"I will seek the inunediate support of
my colleagues to see that the legislation
I am introducing receives prompt
attention..."
+++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
A State should be allowed to set its
own meat standards as long as it meets
minimum Federal standards. If the
State's standard is higher; consumers
benefit.

which conducted the Lance hearings.
The panel is in a key position on one-of
Carter's major undertakings, the
reorganization of government.
The President's reorganization
proposals will have to gain the approval
of that panel, and had he remained as
budget chief, Lance would have been
the chief spokesman in seeking it. That
would hardly have been a comfortable
situation, for all the well-photographed
handshakes with which Lance ended his
defense.
By insisting from beginning to end
that there was no case at all to be made
against the budget director, Carter and
Lance made their defense effort more
difficult.
For in arguing that there wasn't even
an appearance of impropriety, Carter
magnified the errors and flaws on the
ledger of the man he was trying to
rescue from controversy.

Funny,
Funny World
ENVIRONMENT
Nine workers at The Goodyear Tire &
Rubber plant in Danville, Virigina, are
sharing a ride they wouldn't want to
make by themselves — in the back of a
hearse. "We were urged by the
company to do something to save gas
during the energy shortage." says
Sylvester Madden of Blanche, North
Carolina, a forklift driver at the
Goodyear plant. "So I bought a used
hearse, put in an extra heater fan,
bolted in five old schoolbus seats and
went looking for riders to share the 36mile trip to and from work." Madden
said his nine riders agree that the
arrangement not only saves gas and
money but can be fun. Says Madden: "I
don't know of another hearse where the
riders tell jokes."
ZUMA BEACH — If you visit a beach
for a refreshing dip in the surf, plan on
taking home some of the sand.
"All showers at Los Angeles County
beaches have been ordered closed in
view of the water crisis facing the
state," Dick Fitzgerald, county beach
director, said.
The showers will be shut down until
further notice as a conservation move.
"This will cause an inconvenience to
beachgoers," Fitzgerald said, "but I
am sure they will understand the need
and cooperate fully."
The county operates beaches between
Ztuna and Cabrillo Beach, San Pedro,
except for Santa Monica. The county
provides lifeguards for Santa Monica
but not maintenance.

Isn't It The Truth
Some people seek sunlight at the
beach and some others look for it in a
bottle. But sunlight can burn. The
safest way to seek sunlight is through
happiness.

Consumerwatch

Elderly Discount
million members. Anyone 55 or over
can join the ,group — you don't
necessarily have to be retired_
Members pay a $3 annual fee and
receive discounts at nine national hotel
and motel chains and two rent-a-car
companies, Hertz and Avis. They also
can take advantage of a pharmacy
service providing home delivery
prescription drugs and medical itern•
at low cost.
Information is available from Mc
association at 1909 K. St., Washington
D.C., 20049. f The association. in
conjunction with the National Retired
Teachers Association, also published a
comprehensive "Retirement
Information Guide," available from
Fulfillment Section, NRTA-AARP,PA
Box 2400, Long Beach,Calif., 90801.
The federal government has man ..
programs to help the elderly. Thcrange from wellknown, widespre;ic
The Golden Buckeye plan started irk
plans like Social Security to moi
March 1976. Ohio residents 65 and over
limited things like the Golden Av.
can apply for a card at any one of about
Passport, which entitles holders to fr,
1,500 locations. Holders of the cards are
admission
to
national park
then entitled to discous on everything
monuments and recreation areas
from auto repairs
oceries at
Information on the prograri,:
participating merchants.
available from federal departnic.
As of the beginning of rptember, involved, but individuals may fin!
d applied easier to contact state or
Cr#11 said, 517,465 perso
loft cards and 17,178 mer hants were agencies. A list of state agenci.•
participating. He said th state had available from the Administratio,
started a campaign toJIach shut-ins the Aging, Washington, D. C.20201
ould not
A list of some federal aids In ,• •
and others who no
hear about the program through areas of jobs, food, medical serl
organized senior citizens clubs or k and income supplements is includi-I
a fact sheet from the Department
activities.
A nationwide discount program is Health, Education and Welfare. For .1
available through the American free copy, write to Consue
Association of Retired Persons, a Information Center, Dept.
Colo. 81009.
Washington-based group with 10.8 Pueblo, Cob.

By LOU isE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Millions of senior citizens are
learning that it sometimes pays to grow
older.
They are taking advantage of
discount programs offering older
Americans up to 50 per cent off on
products and services.
The programs, most of which were
begun in late 1975 or early 1976, are
spreading across the country. They
vary in organization and eligibility
requirements, but they all have the
same goal: to help senior citizens,
particularly those on fixed incomes,
•
save money.
One of the most ambitious efforts is
Ohio's "Golden Buckeye_ Card." Joe
Gall of the Ohio Commission on Aging
said it is the only statewide program in
the country.
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"Bring 'er in nice and easy now."

inion Page
Echoes From The Past

B. .1 nth

Nlain

f -I Column of historical and genealogic
anecdotes. staries and family notes.)

Jones And Other
No Longer
Existing Cemeteries
property of Andrews while the west half
The first settlements in this county
the property of Smotherman.
adjoined
evidently were mostly in the vicinity of
presently known there has
as
far
So
the
was
then
Wadesboro, which
there since about 1840.
burial
no
been
county's center, before this same area
"Burials there of which there is some
was divided into Calloway and
record besides David Jones and his wife
Marshall County, thus shifting the
Tabitha Burns Jones are: Charles
center.
Jones and his last wife, William Jones
It seems that several of the oldest
Jones Jr.,sons of David and
cemeteries in Calloway County no and David
William Stewart. Other
and
'''Tabitha;
or
another.
reason
longer exist, for one
there are: James
burials
probable
Recently, while going through the
his wife Nancy (?)
and
Stewart
came
I
Stewart,
Manning
of
papers
across research that he had done; he Hubbard, Mial B. Jones, Zebulon
Hubbard and his wife, who was a sister
had been searching for the old Jones
James Stewart, and others.
of
Cemetery, part of hisfamily. Following
"On the Andrews home place about
the location which had been worked out,
100 feet north of the Dexter-Wadesboro
I went out to see if this cemetery still
road there is an old but later burying
exists. If it does, chances are very good
ground, long ago discontinued, which
beingthe
beneath
lies
that it now
not be confused with the old
should
constructed Interstate 27, near the old
Jones graveyard nearly one quarter
Wadesboro road.
mile northward. Gravestones standing
Other cemeteries, which I have found
in the cemetery nearest the Andrews
records on, — two in particular — have
home place were observed from the
been noted, with the postscript added
public road in the 1890's by
east-west
"tombstones now in nearby pond."
Stewart and others. David
A.
Zebulon
Another old cemetery, also near
one or more old
saw
Stewart
Wadesboro had the inscription added,
the Dycus place, north
on
gravestones
thrown
"stones believed to have been
of Dexter, about the turn of the century,
down old cistern." And such is the fate
though it is now believed that these old
Murray's
of
of the markers of many
once stood in the old burying
stones
oldest settlers.
ground adjacent to the Cumberland
by
written
paper
a
is
The following
Presbyterian Church in Dexter."
Manning Stewart,summing up what he
There is very little chance that any of
was able to discover about the Jones
these stones are now in existence now,
cemetery:
but if there is anyone who knows of
"This old Jones family burying_
these cemeteries as they are now, or
I
ground is situated near' 121 xter,
any stones which may have been the
Kent cky,
County,
Calloway
ones referred to by Mr. Stewart, please
J
mile
approximately one quarter
contact me. It is helpful to know even
northwest of the intersection of
this,much about where the old settlers
Highway 641 and the Dexter-Wadesboro
buried, and this knowledge will be
are
road, and a little less than that distance
to future generations unless it is
lost
north of the Dexter-Wadesoro road
now.
recordel
following the division line between
Andrews and Smotherman, former
owners of the land bounding this
cemetery.
Be ye kind one to another.
"Among the first burials in this
tender-hearted, forgiving one
cerrietery was that of David Jones, one
of the first two settlers in what is now
another, even as God for
Calloway and Marshall counties, who
Christ's sake bath forgiven you.
died on or near the site of the first
Ephesians 4:32.
settlement about 1821, the year prior to
That is it brother! BYKOTA
the official establishment of Calloway
and
— be kind, tenderhearted
as a county.
forgiving. It will bring you
"The quarter section of land on which
are
graveyard
the old settlement and
great joy — and peace.
situated was granted to Tabitha Burns
Jones, widow of David, by the state of
Kentucky on Nov. 13, 1823, and when
ABOUT THIS PAGE
she sold the land, she reserved a
Editorials, columns and other
burying ground thereon with access
opinionated articles on this page art.
thereto.
presented for the purpose of
"In 1902, the records indicate the last
providtng a forum for the free
the
half of the cemetery aajoinea
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Arongly believe that to limit
Times
Times,
&
Ledger
Mtr'rray
opinionated articles to only those
Walter!, Apprrson
Publisher
which parrallel the editorial
R Gene McCutcheon
Editor
philosophy of this newspaper would
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
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Thanksgwing
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Murr
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Bible Thought

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Purchase Area Economic
Opportunity Council at the meeting on
September 21 directed its director to
open a community center in Dexter
within ten days.
Army Pvt. Larry Ward has
completed eight weeks of advanced
infantry training alt . Fort Lewis,
Washington.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Mae
Hill.
Pvt. Morris E. Parker has completed
special training at the Army Armor
Center at Fort Knox. •
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Williams of
Murray Route Five will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on'
September 29.
Roger Joseph, Tony Jones, Susan
Alexander, and Stan Key are officers of
the senior class of Calloway County
High School.

20 Years Ago
Gus Lamb who has been with the U.
S. Postoffice as rural mail carried for
thirty-one years and eight months will
retire as of September 30.
The Rev. F. B. Alexander, former
pastor, will speak at the homecoming at
the Story's Chapel Methodist Church on
September 29.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Belcher of Benton
Route Three near Kirksey will observe
their golden wedding anniversary on
September 29.
Births reported include a boy, Danny,
to Mr. and Mrs. Ortis D. Guthrie on
September 14.
Mrs. E. W. Outland presided at the
meeting of the Murray Council of Girl
Scouts of America held on September
19.

30 Years Ago
Thomas(Slick) Banks captured three
trophies at the Fulton Horse Show. Miss
Jackie Sharborough, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. U. L. Sharborough, also won
honors.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Frank
Pool,age 74.
• Johnny DeLime of the Federal Game
and Fish Reserve spoke at the meeting
of the Murray Lions Club. He was a
guest of Glin Jeffrey and was
introduced by Noel Melugin.
Approximately 116 Girl Scouts
registered for the 1947-48 schedule at
the troop cabin on September 20.
according to Mrs. R. H. Thurman,
registrar.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Martin of Decatur.
Ill., have been the guests of his mother.
Mrs. Vickie Martin. and his sister. Mrs
Krie Martin.

40 Years Ago
Over one thousand students have
enrolled for classes for the fail
semester at Murray State Teachers"
College as of the close of the first day of
registration.
H. T. Waldrop, Murray Postmaster,
said a third city route with regular mail
services has been proposed. The City
Council recently proposed the
numbering of all houses and markers
for the streets which will aid in the mail
delivery. Waldrop said.
Deaths reported include J. H. Buck )
Jones. age 79, Mrs. Johnnie Rogers, age
42, and James M. Flippo, age 59.
V H. Clark of Murray was elected as
secretary of the Western Dark Fired
Ass(kiation,
Growers
Tobacco
according to I.. L. Veal, general
manager.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Hersie Hopkins on September
22 and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. I.. H
Lovett on September 23.
Elected as cheerleaders for Murray
High School were Rachel Linn, Edith
Jones, Thelma Ross, J. Buddy Farmer,
and James Dale Clopton.
Mr. and Mrs. Crit Farmer celebrated
their golden wedding anniversary on
'September 19.
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Powerful Heath Rolls By
Injury-Plagued Murray

-

that pride, then they can
Undoubtedly the quickest Bumphis, who played a gutsy
manage to salvage a good
By MIKE BRANDON
-Right now, I'm more
at
made
have
must
and
game
team the Tigers have faced in
seaFon yet.
Ledger & Times Sports Editor concerned with getting across more than several years, the least 29 tackles.
However, the next step
Heath added a wrinkle to the street and seeing how the Pirates ate up 70 yards in their
Guess who scored again, on
be easy.
won't
scrimMurray High's hopes of kids are," Hina added.
from
play
first
first drive of the game. The the
Murray must play at
Across the street' just drive was capped by none mage.
gaining a berth in the 2-A state
playoffs. They literally added happened to be the Murray- other than Bobby Wrinkle who
Heath went on to score two Caldwell County next Friday
ess of the two 42-0
Calloway County Hospital.
a wrinkle.
from a yard out on a more TD's in the first half and Regardl
in
went
losses, the Tigers have still
With Gilliam out of the keeper.
Quarterback Bobby Wrinkle
led 30-0 at intermission.
of Heath scored four touch- linebacking corps, one almost
Murray crossed midfield won two games and that can't
When Murray did get the
downs and Murray High wound knew Heath would be able to ball, they got nothing on the just once in the first half. be taken away from them
up with its second consecutive move the ball on the ground. ground.
Bumph's carried on a draw
42-0 loss.
And for the first six minutes of
play from the 50 to the 33 of
killing
the
And then came
The 42-0 loss last Friday to the game, that is just what play.
Heath.
Heath
Murray
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7
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The Tigers played without tackle" play on the offensive Boyd returned 79 yards and football.
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Total Yards
and
0
ball
the
1
the services of defensive end line, the Pirates literally was finally hauled down on the
The Tigers had
Fumbles Lost
35
69
Kyrile Catlett, linebacker- jammed the ball down the Tiger two-yard line by Grettis were ready to punt from their Penalties
60
5-175
Plaits
0
tight end Frank Gilliam, throat of the Tigers.
35.0
own 27. The snap from center Pmmting Avg.
(761
Murray
Rushing:
defensive tackle Mike Kurz
flew past Thomas Kendall who Garland S, Bumphis 30, Kendall 42, M
and offensive guard Jeff
retrieved the ball on the goal- Hibbard 4, Rollins -7, Farkas 4 and Barber -1. Heath (257) — Thomason 55.
Kursave.
HERE IT COMES—Tiger quarterbacit Greg Garland lets fly with a pass in the 42-0 loss to Heath
line.
Wright 66, Wrinkle 12, Long 44, Hulen 9.
If that wasn't enough, the
Friday. In from of Garland is Grettis Ramphis(20)of the Tigers.
Kendall somehow managed Smith 53 and Weatherington 16,
Receptions: Murray (2-11) rest of the Tiger lineup joined
to surprise everyone and Whiteford
1-3 and Higganbottuun 1-6.
the disabled list.
scampered all the way down Heath (5.77)— Chapman 1-7, Smith 1-21,
1-14.
half,
first
the
In
to the Heath 36. He was Vaughn 1-17, Wright 1-10 and IGope
New They Scored
placekicker-offensive guard
credited with only 41 yards
Heath: 6:51 left in first quarter, BobNicky Swift left the game with
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Hibbard
and
injury
And for a team that lost 21 of
long six-yard run. Thomason
got that one with a shoulder injury.
While today's first-ever
In Second Ten games, it's 22 starters from last year and James
conversion run.lath lends 14-0.
game lead over Baltimore in yesterday and we
By BARRY MILNER
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quick
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down
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were
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had so many injuries, the Wrinkle one-yard
the East. The Orioles
touchdown plunge.
AP Sports Writer
Mariners 3, White Sox 2
while
you get a team down and Ohio State has attracted No. 12 Mississippi State vs. Tigers need not be ashamed. conversion
3-2
when
and
d
Clevelan
by
run falls. Heath leads 3041.
beaten
While the New York
n,
Heath: 2:06 left in third quarter.
Home runs by Dave Collins quick, then sometimes they most of the national attentio
No. 13 Florida in Jackson, Instead, they need to look to
Boston defeated
Wrinkle two-yard touchdown plunge.
Yankees were taking a rather third-place
within and Lee Stanton led the don't give 100 per cent," Heath there's a pretty big game on Miss., Baylor at No. 14 the past to see the future.
to
move
to
5-1
blocked by Robert WIttmer, Heath
Detroit
PAT
large step towards their
364.
tap tonight which isn't exactly Nebraska, No. 15 Washington
Mariners past Chicago. Tom coach Jack Haskins said.
game of the Orioles.
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past
one-half
The
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Heath: 2:01 left in fourth quarter,
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other
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Hulen 2I-yard TD pair to John
City Royals were clinching
-hitter, They were down from their in Lubbock,Tex.
16 Arkansas, No., 47 West Tigers can still grab hold of Smith.PAT falls. Heath leads 42-0.
beat Chicago 3-2 and Texas combined on an eight
,theirs.
"There are going to be a lot Virginia at Kentucky, No. 18
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Oakland
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at
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The Stingers, meanwhile,
Hina did not have
In the afternoon, besides the
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Red Sox 5, Tigers 1
reported he was satisfied with how and why the Tigers lost
hosts
Boston won for the first time the progress of the team 42-0. Instead, he was more Southern California
d
Marylan
n,
Christia
Texas
season
in Tiger Stadium this
despite two losses each to the worried about his injured
visits No. 5 Penn State, New
as Bill Lee threw a four-hitter Czechoslovakian and Soviet players.
is at No. 8 Colorado
Take 94 East out of Murray
and Butch Hobson smacked national teams in the Rude
"I'll talk about it later," Mexico
for 2 mies. Turn right on
10 Alabama at
No.
and
run.
home
29th
his
Pravo Cup Games at Prague.
Hina said.
280. Follow 280 for 7 mks
Toronto
hope
gotta
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We
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gets hot and Detroit gets hot
blacktop into Panorama to
when they play the Yankees,"
first stop sign,turn right then
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said Lee. "I said we could only
Tele. 436-5483.
lose one more before

The Yardstick

Big Game On Tap

Kansas City Clinches Western
Division With Victory Friday

In Texas Tonight

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP
MEETING
Calloway County
Farm Bureau
Oct. 4th, 1977
7:30 p.m.

Game Changed

Community Room-Peoples Bank
on Chestnut Street

HOUSEBOAT?
PONTOON
BOAT?
DECK BOAT?

Happy Holiday
Travel, Inc.

Special!
(

Every Monday
1/4 Box
of Chicken

1 4%**/*44V-*
11.45/1.0.,410
yards for a fireight
for
TOO LATE —Jennie Higgimbothma(1)of the Tigers holds in this pass
evessisg.
the
on
ons
the
hod
Tigers
completi
pass
st dew*. It was one of jest two

•Tender-Fresh Fryers, All Excess Fat
Removed
•Two Delicious Pieces Of Chicken
•Fried For Crispness In Pure Cooking Oil
•Special Marinating Process For Extra Flavor
•Includes French Fries, Creamy Cole Slaw,
And Fresh Dinner Roll

Murray
Store
Only!

c°
iirer YO•BO
w84
0\
41'3 AMERStV
is •
IT'S LATER
THAN YOU
THINK
TIME TO:
• Install Storm Doors & Windows
• Put a new roof on your house
• Insulate that ceiling or walls
• Make those small repairs before
cold weather

'

Only

Murray Electric
System
North 12th Street

•
LOU SOMETHING? — The ball lies between Keith Fortes: (34) ina Nick Hibbard (22) after
fumble on Om play. The Tigers were able to gefterite only H total yards in the contest.
(Staff finfes M Sevin Peek*)

401 Olive

753-5312
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Foster Smashes 50th Homer
In Leading Reds Over Braves
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ANOTHER ONE FOR GRETTIS — One of the big bright spots for Many High was the play of Grettis Impish who brings dews
Jerry Thomason of Heath. Thomason amassed 55 yards on the greyed and lymphis had in the neighborhood of 20 tackles.
(Staff hetes by Kevin hoick)
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By TOM CANA VAN
AP Sports Writer
George Foster loves the
Atlanta Braves ... loves to hit
against them,that is.
Foster blasted his 50th home
run and became the first
major leaguer since Willie
Mays turned the trick in 1965
to hit that many in a season as
Cincinnati scored a 5-1 victory
over the Atlanta Braves.
Foster, who had four hits
and two RBI Friday night,
became the first Reds' player
and only the fifth in National
League history to accomplish
the feat. Ralph Kiner, Hack
Wilson, Johnny Mize and
Mays were the others.
-.I was thinking about
getting the 50th here (in
Atlanta because the games
left are getting fewer and its
easier to hit homers here,"
said Foster who connected off
Buzz Capra in the ninth
true that Atlanta
confines are
friendly, but not as friendly as
the Braves pitchers have been
to Foster.
The Cincinnati center
fielder, who is hitting .325, has
Stadium's

Tech Not Over-Confident
Though Favored In Game Laker Jayvee
Game

Tech Sports News
COOKEVILLE,Tenn. — You know the opposing coach has
something up his sleeve when he looks you right straight in
the eye and says earnestly, "Your team has the finest offensive unit I've ever seen in the league."
- So says Murray State Coach Bill Furgerson of 10th-ranked
Tennessee Tech, and, knowing of Furgerson's long-standing
friendship with Tech Coach Don Wade,what he says has to be
accepted.
Accepted, yes — but with a grain of salt. What Furgerson
neglects to mention is that his own team is an outstanding
collection of savvy defensive veterans and battle-tested offensive players.
He also fails to say that — after watching Tech's 41-21 rout
of Western Carolina and 38-22 win over Youngstown State —
his coaches have made some dynamite defensive plans to
derail Tech's "Upper Cumberland Express."
On the other hand, Murray State's offense might be enough
by itself. The Racers, in third place on the Ohio Valley Conference standings, have long been strong on offense,
specializing in those quarterback-receiver combos that can
rip a game wide open.
But it's still on defense where the Racers shine. In two
games with Southeast Missouri, which they won, and Delta
State, which they lost, they have yielded 311 yards per game
for the third best in the OVC.
Murray's defensive average is almost 200 yards less than
the manner in which Tech has become accustomed to running and passing. The Golden Eagles, still the only undefeated team in the conference, average 330.5 yards on the
ground (more than MSU allows in total offense), 144.5 in the
air. That's best in the OVC.
In fact, Tech may have to shelve its passing plans temporarily, for the Racers have a crackerjack defensive secondary that includes Safety Eddie McFarland, whom Tech's
Wade calls "one of the finest defensive 'halfbacks in the
nation."
Tech's own defense, meanwhile, must learn to cope with
Murray's stable bf fleet backs including Mike Dickens,
seventh leading rusher in the OVC with 169 yards. There's
also that mailer; of Murr4y's traditional quirterback'

*NOTICE*
Effective Oct. 1, 1977, the Murray
Sanitation Dept. will no longer accept
the use of 55-gallon drums as refuse
containers for residential or commercial use.(Ordinance No. 375)

City of Murray
Sanitation Dept.
753-5127

Put a little
sizzle into your
Monday.
Chopped Stockade Steak!
, ...,
--,--

\t;

- -N,

We start with tender.,
juicy chopped Sirloin
Its served sizzlin' hot
Y-3441,with your choice of potato
and Stockade Toast. A
' $2.28 value for only

INCLUDES

Bel-Air
Center,
Murray

Free

Soled Sir and Drink

TryaSCOni
RLOIN
TOeICADI

THE FAMILY STEAKHOUSE
lie m-10 30p m Sat & Sun
MOM lie m -i0p m Weekdays

receiver hookup. Enter Mike Dickens again. The versatile
Dickens is also the league's fifth rated quarterback,(18 completions,35 attempts,155 yards),and he is fond of throwing to
Dave 'Thomas, who has caught eight for 94 yards and sixth
place in OVC statistics.
Something to keep in mind is that Dickens' passing yardage puts him jead of Tech's rushing leader Jesse Dorsey
(152 yards).
The Golden Eagles are expected to go with the same lineup
that started against Youngstown State:
The offense has John Scoble at center; Ken Dew and Fred
Ftockymore, tackles; Lance House and Jack Cunningham,
tackles; Joe Ware and Mike Vise,ends; Craig Rolle,flanker;
Milt Jenkins, quarterback; and Lamar Mike and Cecil Fore,
runningbacks. Wayne Anderson will handle the kicking
chores.
The defense includes Dean Ratledge and David Hooper at
the ends; Barry Courtney and Roddna Rockymore, tackles;
Mark Shrum,John Dethridge, Steve Jellicorse, and Bob Britton, linebackers; Greg Bauer and Drew Harshaw, cornerbacks; and Greg Hamilton,safety. Steve Davis will do the
punting.
In its past two games Tech has presented such a balanced
offensive attack that Wade is reluctant to single out individuals — rushing leader Jesse Dorsey, for example,
doesn't even start — but he has kind words for big Jack Cunningham, 6-7, 245-pound Oak Ridger who has opened gaping

Switched
To Day Later

The Calloway County junior
varsity football game with

Fulton County has been
changed.
The game was to have been
played at Fulton County

Monday.
The game has

been reset for
Tuesday and will still be
played at Fulton County. The
game will begin at 6:30 p.m.
,
FREDONIA, Y. (AP) —
The Buffalo Braves have
reduced their roster to 16
players with five cuts, and the
National
Basketball
Association team says more
cuts will be made Tuesday.

blasted nine homers against
Braves owner Ted Turner's
pitchers. He has now set his
sights on Hack Wilson's NL
record of 56 for a season.
In other NL action,
Pittsburgh blanked Chicago 20, St. Louis crushed New York
10-6, Philadelphia whipped
Montreal 6-1, San Francisco
outlasted San Diego 6-4 and
Houston edged Los Angeles 4-3
in 12 innings.
Don Werner drove in two
runs and Dan Driessen hit a
sacrifice fly for the Reds,
giving Paul Moskau his fifth
win in 11 decisions.
Phillies 6, Expos 1
Greg Luzinski drove in three
runs as Philadelphia defeated

Bowling
Standings
Dillar or Dollar
Ladies Friday Morning
Bowling League
Team
W
Ky. lake Oti Co
10
Paradise Kennels
9
Team No.4
a
Boone Laundry-Cleaners .. . 7
Team No.5
7
Allen-lbompeon Chrysler
6
KFA Ins
6
Keel's Purchase 'Ilre
5
l'eam No.3
3
High Team Game(SCI
Ky. Lake 011 Co.
Tetun No.4
ARCMTeaTiralm
ere(tIC )
Ky. Lake
Co
Paradise Kennels
Paradise Kennels
High Team Series(SC)
Ky. Lake Oil Co
Paradise Kennels
Teem No.4
AltaiChrysler
Team Series(HC)
Ky. Lake Oil CO.
Paradise Kennels
Allen-Thompson Ctuysler
High Ind. Game(SC)
Lois Smith
Jean Bland
Mary Harris
High Ind,Game(HC)
Jean Bland
Marion Berbench
Mary Harris
High Ind.Series I SC I
Lois Smith
Margaret Morton
Nancy Todd
High Ind.Series(HC)
Lois Smith
Margaret Morton
Grace Jepson
High Averages
Lois Smith
Margaret Morton
Nancy Todd
Mary Harris
Jam Bland
Marion Berberich
Jane Parks
Linda
Terry rndrrhillpn
Vickie Baker

Montreal and reduced their
"magic number"for clinching
the NL East title to three. The
Phillies need any combination
of three
victories or
Pittsburgh Pirate losses to
clinch their second straight
division crown.
Pirates 2,Cubs 0
Ed Ott's two-run homer with
two out in the eighth inning
broke a scoreless duel and
gave Pittsburgh its fifth
victory in a row.
Jim Rooker, 13-9, got the
win while Rich Gossage
picked up his 25th save of the
season. Willie Hernandez, 8-7,
took the loss.
Astros 4, Dodgers 3
Jose Cruz' sacrifice fly

scored Enos Cabell from third
base with the winning run in
the 12th inning as Houston
edged Los Angeles and
snapped a three-game losing
streak.
Cardinals 10, Mete 6
Pitcher Bob Forsch's tworun qingle highlighted a fiverun sixth inning and St. Louis
pounded five New York
pitchers for 13 hits en route to
the win. It was Forsch's 19th
victory of the season.
Giants 6, Padres 4
Rookie Skip James' two-out
single in the ninth scored
Derrel Thomas from third
base, breaking a 4-4 tie and
leading San Francis() Giants
to its third straight victory.

UOTT DRUG 7

F

L
2
3
4
5
5
6
6
7
10
585
557
517

1205 Chestnut Street

Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6P. M.
to4tc=t1.0.11=341,==49G.

•

795
705
705
1650
1584
1500
1500

•

110W

no

opEN

2196
202
197
115
341
221
727

4 Miles South on
Wis well Rood off 94 W

535
494
457

Open 5/
1
2Days
Each Week

607
605
Stil
108
152
152
143
142
1311
136
137
137
134

Darnell Beauty
Shop

Phone 153-7541

Debbie Darnell
Invites all friends
and former customers to call today.

•

All Knows Limits
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (APP—
Muhammad Ali knows his
limitations.
When reminded Friday that
Percy Sutton had lost in the
Democratic primary for
mayor of New York and Mario
Cuomo had lost in the primary
runoff after Ali had appeared
in support of both of them, the
heavyweight champion said:
"I can't win nothin' I can't
control."
Ali, of course, feels he will
be in control of the situation
when
he defends the
heavyweight championship of
the world against,. Earnie
Shavers at Madison Square
Garden next Thursday night.
But he can't understand
those who doubt his fighting
ability— most of the doubters
appear to be in All's
imagination—and he put

himself on a Biblical plane to
reprove them.
You doubted Moses," Ali
shouted into closely-held
microphones. "He went to the
promised
and
land
disappeared for a few days
and you all said, 'Moses,
you're not in training."
Much ha§. been • written
about Ali's frequent absences
from his Deer Lake, Pa.,
training camp to which he
returned after his pre-fight
physical examination Friday
at the Garden's Felt Forum.
Amid the tumult and the
shouting Ali got examined.
and Dr. A. Harry Kleiman of
the New York State Atletic
has
Commission,
who
examined All before five or six
of his fights, proclaimed:
believe this is the finest
physical examination I've
ever
performed on the
champion, Muhammad Ali'

State High Schobl Scores
Thuruifor's
Johnson Central 41 Lewis Co 22
Ballard Memorial 34 Metropolis in()
Bardstown 3411arion Co6
barren Co 211 Allen Co 37
Herbhwood 30 Carroll Co8
Belletz4
11
31:tdi Madison 0
Beth
35 Eminence 12
Boone Co 1
Mos Highlands6
Bourbon Co 30 Fletning Col
Boyd Co 15 Portamoigh Ohio 12
Boyle Co 20 Mercer Co0
Burch WVa 32 Mullins 16
Butler Co 20 Eclmonson Co0
Campbellsville 32 Glasgow 15
Cawood 16 Lyndi
Christian Co 21 Bowling Green 16
Clark Co 21 Laurel Co 7
Conner 14 Covington Cath 12
Corbin 45 Williamsburg 0
Cuonberland 13 Harlan 6
Danville 13 Shelby Co6
Davies.Co 14 Oboro Apollo 0
Dayton 7 Ludlow 6 20T
E Carter 34 Rowan Co 12
Elizabethtown 14 &Witt Central 13
Erlanger Lloyd 27 Covington Holmes6
Evarts 311 Bell Co 14
Fairdale6 Jeffersontown 0
Fern Creek? Lou Moore 0
47 Ohio Co 6
rralkiV
Ft 0111Elpll
einr
n
Russellville
6
Fulton City 37 Alamo Tenn 0
Fulton Co 15 Reidland 7
Garrard Coil,Anderson Co 7
Grayson Co7W Hardin 6
Greenup Co 7 Ashland 3
HAMM+ Co 26 McLean Co 6
Harrodsburg 40 Lincoln Co 0
Hart Co 14 Caverns6
Hazard 20 Berea 6
Heath 42 Murray 0
Henderson Co 14 Madisonville 0
LaRue Co 27 Ft Knot 12
Lawrence Co 14 Bath Co 13
testae Co 30 Clay Co 12

Let Bryan Station 9Somerset 0
Lox Henry Clay II Franklin Co 28
Lox Lafayette 21 Let Tales Creek n
Lou Atherton 21 Lou Waggener 6
Lou Butler 12 Lou Durrett6
Lou Central 16 Lou Westport 20
Lou Eastern 14 Lou Male 0
Lou Iroquois 21 Lou Doss 7
Lou Manual 41 Lou Ballard 14
Lou Seneca 26 Caldwell Co 13
Lou Shawnee 19 Lou Mos Jefferson 1.
Lou Southern 34 LOU Western 8
Lou Trinity 21 Lou St Xavier6
Lou Valley 33 Lou Stuart 10
Madison Central 23 Oldham Co 0
Marshall Co 15 Lone Oak 7
MQeade Co 23 N Hardin 6
Middlesboro 28 Knox Central 14
Montgomery Co 40 Harrison Co 13
Morgan Co 26 W Carter 6
Nelson Co 20 N Bunk!3
Newport Cath n Newport 8
Nicholas Co 22 Jessamine Co 6
Owen Co 47 Ky Country Day o
Owensboro Ti Union Co6
Pad Tilghman 27 Hopkinsville 6
Paintsville 46 Johns Creek 0
Par1sSMayxs4Ije 0
Pikeville 56 Fleming-Neon 21
Pineville 311 Lama Camp0
Pleasure Ridge Park 10 Campbell cc 14
Prestonsburg 24 Breathitt Co 6
t_taseland 31 Fainriew 7
Bed Boiling Springs Tenn 25 Gamal lei n
Russell 16 Berhowsvillo WVa 0
Simon Kenton 24 Dixie Heights 20
Taylor Co 40 Adair COO
Todd Central 7 Webster Co001
Tompldiunille 47 Livingston Tenn
Trigg Co 34 Crtttenden Co6
Trimble Co 12 Henry Cot
Warren Central 30 Breckinrldsc
Warren East',Green Co 10
Washington Cole E Hardin 0
Whitley 20 Wayne Co 15
WhItesbtrg 21 MC Napier 16
Woodford Co 29 Scott Co 23

- The FORD Family of
Fine Cars For 1978

We Have A Complete Inventory Of 1978
Cars Now Ready For Delivery.
See any of our courteous salesmen today!
Carlos Jones, tarry Scott Ed West, Paul Garland or Ron Wright

0
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Minting Aid "Same &mon Scent
By Butch Greer
Every outdoorsman is
aware of the fact that many
wild animals i deer, fox,
coyotes, etc.) possess truly
remarkable senses of smell.
They are able toletect minute
amounts of human odors over
distances of a half a mile or
even more. This provides
them with an efficient alarm
system foip avoiding human
Any
encounters.
knowledgeable hunter is
aware of this and tries to
make use of the wsi dci and the
inimize
topography to
detection by animali while on
a hunt. However, at best, the
hunter tries to stay downwind
of his quarry but even that
may be impossible to do
because he normally does not
know where the animals are
and winds don't always
continue to blow in the same
direction.
In an interview with Tex
Isbell earlier this week, I
found that his background in
chemistry has solved the
human odor problem for all
hunters and other outdoor
enthusiast who observe
wildlife. Tex, a retired
professor of chemistry at
Texas A&M, began his
research some 7 years ago
before coming up with his
"Skunk Screen." "History

books tell us the story," Tex
related,"that the Indians used
skunk scent on their bodies to
cover up their odor."
Of course, the idea of rubbing skunk all over my body
didn't soupd appealing but I
found with Tex's Skunk SeMn
I didn't need to. This unique
hunting aid is a synthetically
prepared skunk scent identical in all respect, including
odor, to the natural product.
The difference being it is
provided in two odorless
solutions which, only when
mixed, produces the desired
skunk odor. The solutions are
best mixed downwind of the
hunter by using equal quantities on a piece of rotted piece
of wood, a piece of cloth or
cotton, another container or
Just a depression of a rock.
A few years ago, someone
"rediscovered" the Indian
method and found that human
odor was effectively masked
by the skunk odor and that
deer and coyotes would walk
within a few feet of them
without the hunter being
detected. This became a very
effective hunting technique
for bowhunters, varmint
hunters and for white-tailed
deer "horn rattlers" in south
Texas. Hunters in other areas
soon learned about it and
began using it. However, there

Promoted by a man named esker

South Births Tree hang
By John Burgess
As little as ten years ago a
sportsman could search his
heart out and not find one
advertisement for
any
manner shape or form of a
device that would assist him in
getting up a tree or give him
something to sit on when he
got up there.
Then along came a man by
the name of Jim Baker who
was a women's clothing
salesman who lived in
Valdosta, Georgia.
Jim was also a deer hunter
and he conceived the idea of a
stand that would not only give
you something to sit on once
you got up a tree but would
give you a way of getting
there. He first called his stand
the "Profane" stand because
when anyone would see it they
would exclaim, "Well I'll be
D—!".
For the first time ever, a
deer hunter, be he a bow and
arrow enthusiast or a gun
hunter, could purchase a tree
stand.
But Jim's stand, as good as
it was (and is) didn't do it all.
It had limitations. For one
thing, a tree needed to be
straight and withing certain

dimensions or else the stand and get all over the hunter. wrapping his arms around the
would not work properly on it. Secondly, it damaged the tree and doing it from the
Also, a tree with limbs proved trees. This second problem backside. It would take a
to be an almost in- may have spelled the doom for gymnast to do this. Now that
the screw in tree step, fo we have printed instructions
surmountable problem.
But at least deer hunting already
Wisconsin
and with pictures things are going
from trees had a foot hold and Pennsylvania have outlawed well."
it bagan in Valdosta, Georgia. screw in steps and many other The main advantage of the
Other hunters and inventors states are considering such steps is the fact that they are
across the country began legislation.
small, lightweight and porcoming up with various stands Then, in 1974 two hunters table. When carried in a handy
for sitting in trees, and a from Opp Alabama, John little carrying bag called The
couple of climbing stands Burgess and Doug Schofield, BOTS (belt on tree steps ) bag,
have even been marketed in began experimenting with a the steps can be carted all
competition with the Baker. step that belted around a tree. over the woods by the hunter
Jim says that it doesn't worry Today that step is one of the without any physical strain.
him, though, for every item only environmentally ap- "In fact, he hardly knows they
that is put on the market to proved methods for climbing are there," says Schofield.
help a hunter hunt from a tree and hunting from a tree.
It takes approximately five
will help his business.
Several companies are minutes to attach four steps
Tree gafts, ladders that considering it for their 1977 or and 'climb a tree. By stretdisassembled and could be 1978 line and already some ching the distance between
carried on the back, nails, 1,000 hunters across the nation them this can get a hunter
some 12 to 14 feet off the
even a screw in type of step have purchased the step.
came and went on the market. It is made of lightweight ground.
Some worked reasonably well, aluminum,each step weighs 7 "We're still receiving some
but most were too bulky and ounces, and it attaches to the good-natured ribbing," said
unmanagable to suit the tree by a sturdy quick release Schofield, "but since we've
and
a
strong been able to get them in a
average deer hunter. The buckle
number of local stores' and
screw in steps came about as polyurethane belt.
close to being the answer for Says Schofield, "at first we people are at last trying them,
all type of trees, except that it had some buy resistance to the things have started to imuntil
we finally prove. It's funny, we've had
had two major drawbacks. step
discovered what the trouble more trouble getting people to
First, it was hard to use on was. The hunters were trying try them in oar own hometown
some trees and caused sticky to attach the step to the tree than anywhere,"
he said,"but
resin to seep out of the tree from the front side instead of I guess that's
just natural."

1

Cain's, AMC,Jeep,
BUCKS BODY SHOP
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900 Sycamore
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753-5142

Ray Yates, Rt. 1, Dexter, has more than a stringer of catfish to show us. Ray wants us
to know he has been consistently hauling in "cats" like these all summer long by
fishing from the bank on Kentucky Lake. The stringer he is holding as his daughter Rae
Ann looks on, is topped with a 4 pounder. The inset shows a "mess Of 1',4-2 pounders
Ray also caught last week.The cats were all caught on Coffey's Magic Rite catfish bait.

By Hemp Brooks
Last Saturday night four
wheel drive drag racing
premiered in Murray at the
fairgrounds. As might well be
expected with any new event
there were a few complications; but all in all, it
turned out to be quite a show.
The crowd was not large but
those who were there were
certainly enthusiastic.
Yours truly walked out of
the tobacco patch culminating
the annual three week war
with the non mechanized
mankilling ordeal. The
Powder Puff event was
already underway when we
arrived and we are not sure of
all the winners. Sherla Adams
won her class in a Chevrolet
pickup
and
LaJeanna
Chapman took her class with a
Jeep CJ5. We think LaJeanna
was the Eliminator but it
might have been Lennie
Meeks or Carla Galloway or
Sharon Teckenbrock. When
you feel like the turntable for
nine zillion locomotive
choochoos the mind doesn't
work well and the body is one
big hurt. We'll get the Powder
Puff straight by next
ek.
There were three div ons
at the race. Stock, M fied,
and Experimental to be exact.
Stock vechicles were supposed
to be showroom stock with the
exception of dual exhaust. In
the four cylinder stock class
the venerable old Murray
Lumber Company Jeep which
now belongs to Eddie Huie of
Murray took top honors. Eddie
Chapman, also of Murray was
the winner of the stock V8
class. There were also two
classes' for stock "biggies"
which were mostly pickups.
The small class of those rigs
with engines displacing less
than 361 cubic inches; the
large class for those over that
figure. When the smoke
cleared away the Stock
Eliminator for the night was
Eddie Chapman in his 1973
white CJ5.
The Modified division
permits extensive
modification to the motor
provided the engine block
remains stock. Sonny Hooks
put on a mind boggling tsizzling dash down the track to
' capture his class. The little
orange CJ5 really honked.
Sammy West in a big hard

"14.
Coldwater Rd
753 6448

charging red 250 Ford pickup
took the small block class. We
seem to recall a right nice
looking silver colored Ford
pickup taking the big block
honors. We don't recall who
owned it. Hooks broke and
didn't make the Eliminator
run. The red Ford of Sammy
West finally emerged the
Modified Eliminator in a tight
contest right down to the wire
with blue CJ5 of Johnny
Teckenbrock.
The Experimental Division
lets anything go providing it's
safe enough to pass inspection
of the Safety Committee.
Junior Pittman's super fast
351 Bronco tangled with the
Tabers-Baker four wheel
drive Chevrolet powered
Volkswagen with duall wheels
on every corner. It brought the
whole crowd up on their feet.
You need something to take
you to the grocery and back
for a pack of cigarettes during
the commerical on TV I
recommend either of these
rigs. They go two hundred and
fifty feet mucho pronto!
Even on dirt. Junior Pittman
was the winner. A big bad red
Chevy truck with 396 engine
took the big class. But the
Bronco stormed thru again to
take
Experimental
Eliminator honors along with
the sudden craving for a new
universal joint or two.
TOP ELIMIIVTOR for the
night was a hotly contested
event and things got a wee bit
mixed up. 'Iwo or three rigs
had broke already and were

Five Points
Murray, Ky. 42071
753-9189

out of the running. It finally
boiled down to the little white
CJ5 Jeep of Eddie Chapman
versus the big red Ford 'high
roller" pickup of Sammy
West. It was close. Sammy
West of Lynnville took home
the trophy.
It was quite a show all
things considered.
Drag racing as compared to
four wheel drive pulls was
discussed quite a bit. Most
entrants felt it was easier on
the vehicles. Most of the
audience that we talked to
liked it as well and probably
better. There is more action
and the pace of the event is on
a faster tempo-due to the fact
two vehicles compete at the
same time and you may see up
to three races per minute.
One other note in passing
today. The family of yours
truly mourns the departure of
something rather special. The
"Red Runt"; our constant and
faithful red jeep, veteran of
six years of rough rugged trail
riding and four wheeling has
found another home. We
priced it. They bought it. Life
goes on while memories
linger-oh how they linger. For
six long years and several
miles it took us anywhere we
wished to go and it brought us
back. And we miss it.
HAPPY
FOUR
WHEELING. By the way,
anybody know of a "lipbtail"
four wheel drive for sdle?

Sportsmen's Trade Oaf Scheduled At
lend &wen The Wes Observenee Of
IIiiienal &Ong And Fishing Pay
A "Sportsman's Trade
Day" will be the theme of the
Land Between The Lakes
tservance of National and
Runting and Fishing Day.
Sportsmen are encouraged to
attend and take any item of
their hunting or fishing gear
they would like to swap,sell or
trade for an item they may
find more useful to them.
Several exhibits will be on
display, including one from
the Kentucky Department of

Five Points
AMOCO
Your full service s!citron
of the Heart of
the Campus'.

•
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were at least two serious
limitations to this effective
hunting technique.
First, one had to obtain
some skunk scent and this wail
often difficult to do. Skunks
don't readily donate a supply
to you in a way that you can
make the best use of it. You
usually have to get it from a
dead skunk (a rather unpleasant procedure) and the
supply is strictly limited.
Furthermore, your wife may
object to your presence for a
number of days.
The second limitation involves the fact that skunk
scent is one of the world's
most difficult products to
bottle, contain and control. If
not handled with the utmost
care, it will get on your hands,
your boots, your clothes, the
odor will permeate your hair
and you will be completely
unwelcome in all levels of
society.
Tex, being an avid outdoorsman and a seasoned
hunter, picked up on the skunk
idea like many others. Experiencing the problems of the
obvious, he set out to solve
them, and being a chemist by
trade, his natural curiosity
was raised of the chemical
components of skunk scent.
After much trial and error and
four years to perfect, Tex
finally came up with the twopart Skunk Screen. There are
various lures, doe scents, and
musks, but Tex Isbells' Skunk
Screen seeds to provide the
ultimate cover for the hunter's
odor while afield.
There is nothing magic
about 20 drops of each solution
but this amount has been
found to be adequate during
three years of field testing to
generate a pronounced skunk
odor for a number of hours on
a typical hunting day. If you
odor
the
believe
is
diminishing, mix additional
amounts of each solution. The
quantity supplied is sufficient
for a number of hunting trips
and should last for an entire
hunting season. Since the
solutions may not keep
satisfactorily from one year to
the next, any remaining
should be discarded at the end
of each season.
However, be a good
woodsman and discard them
in the following way. Dig two
small holes some distance
apart and empty the plastic
bottles in each of the two
holes. If the solutions are not
mixed, little or no odor will
result. Cover the holes with
dirt and the compounds will be
biodegraded rapidly to harmless products. Recap the
empty bottles and throw them
in a garbage pail - don't leave
them in the woods!
So fellow hunters, if you
smell a skunk this fall while
you are hunting at Land
Between The Lakes, or where
ever - it may be Tex Isbells'
bottled polecat and not a
skunk at all.

Fish and VOlcilife Resources
and The Tennessee Wildlife
Resources Agency. Weather
permitting, a chronograph
will be on hand for bowhunters
who want to bring their bows
and find how fast their arrows
travel.
The activities will take
place between 10:00 and 4:00
Sunday, September 25 at the
old Fenton airstrip at LBL just
east of the Eggner's Ferry
Bridge on Hwy.68 and 80. 1

Lindsey's
Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
114 S. Sth

yAorroy, Ky.

•.•MMIN. 4•1•.•

753-1640

...WI...I.

2 Mks Esti Hoy 94

Ii

753-5693
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Murray Bait Co.
appy oliday Travel Inc
Kentucky Lake
Panorama
Shores on

DON McCLURE

-

GRAYSON McCtURE

Tole 91 fast out of Murroy for 2 mdes Turn ',qt.,' on 280
Follow 780 for 7 rndes post Bonner s Grocery Tok•
blacktop •nto Panorarna ond follow blacktop to yoor r/fht

Telephone 502436-54113

Home of the longggg dozen

FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed

Murray Home & Auto •i
••
lot
the
Mote
The

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires & 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling rwes
In The Jackson Purchase
408 N. 4th
753-6779

Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's
Qualified Bear Archery
Plow 153 1511
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By John Wilson
Kentucky's dove season,
which opened Sept. 1, is
getting mixed reviews from
department of fish and
wildlife regional supervisors
around the commonwealth.
The supervisors, who
oversee the activities of the
state's conservation officers,
report that their men checked
11,631 dove hunters in 84
counties during the first five
days of the season. These
hunters harvested 11,631
doves and 1,284 of them had
taken their limit of 12 birds
each when checked. The officers made 306 arrests for
hunting violations.
The supervisors report that
the doves are scattered this
year. In the western Kentucky
wildlife districts, the supervisors feel that the earlier
than usual harvest of grain
and silage gave doves too
much area in which to feed,
letting them avoid hunted
fields.
But in northern and central
Kentucky, just the opposite
was true; Not enough fields
had been cut, giving the doves
no good feeding areas in which
to concentrate. Eastern
Kentucky supervisors felt that
dove populations and conditions were just about
average.
Comparing this year's dove
per hunter ratio to last
season's shows a slight
decrease. In 1976, the COs

checked 7,742 hunters with
36,764 doves, an average of
4.77 doves per hunter. This
year, the average is 4.22 birds
per hunter. These figures tend
to confirm the supervisors'
assessment of less than ideal
hunting conditirris and, in
some areas, dove populations
slightly below normal.
The dove season will continue until Oct. 31, when it will
close until the second much
shorter phase of the split
season, Dec. 10 through Dec.
18. Hunting hours are from
noon until one-half hour before,
sunset, local prevailing time;
the daily limit is 12 and the
possession limit 24 after two or
more days of hunting.
The weather on opening day
may have discouraged some
hunters. I know of at least one,
who usually reports in this
column the number of boxes of
shells he needed to reach a
limit, who stayed home in
front of a fan.
But those hunters who did
spend the afternoon in a hot,
shadeless cornfield were
probably thinking about
waterfowl hunting in an attempt to feel cooler. This
January, when they're up to
their hipboot tops in ice water
in
some
goose
blind,
remembering the opening day
of dove season should do as
much good as at least three
cups of hot coffee.
And for those of you who
want that goose blind to be at

Minter Education COMM
&kg Sponsored Around State
Are you a safe hunter?
If you hesitated before
answering,
there's
a
possibility that you may not
be. A safe hunter knows how to
handle firearms, under what
condtions it is safe to shoot
and when not to. He realizes
the destructive potential of
firearms and of modern archery equipment: he respects
the tools of his sport and
handles them, and himself,
responsibly at all times.
But the person who only
thinks he's a safe hunter may
not be. And the chances are
that the individual who doesn't
know whether he's a safe
hunter or not has some bad
habits or may not be aware of
some of the precepts of hunter
safety.
So if you don't know for sure
that you're a safe hunter —
and for the most part, this
means whether or not you've
been taught hunter safety by a
professional — now is your
chance to become one.
The Conservrtion Education
Division of the Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources is
sponsoring a series of hunter
education courses around the
state. These courses provide
six hours of classroom instruction in such topics as
firearm
safety,
sportsmanship, hunter ethics, first
aid and outdoor survival. A
third session features actual
range
experience
with
firearms
and
archery
equipment.
In addition to producing
safer hunters, these courses
will allow those who successfully complete them to get
hunting licenses in any of the

23 states which now require
hunter safety certification.
Completing the course also
fulfills the hunter safety
requirement
those
for
youngsters participating in
youth hunts at Land Between
The Lakes in western Kentucky.
All interested individuals
are welcome at any course,
but remember that for certification, a student must
attend all three sessions.
Check the list for a course in
your area; if none is available
a course will be offered
anywhere 20 interested
individuals can be found.
For additional information,
get in touch with Marion
Mattingly, Senior Hunter
Training Officer, Dept. of Fish
and Wildlife Resources,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
WESTERN KENTUCKY
Camp Currie; Oct. 13, 14;
Classroom Work 7-10 p. m.
Oct. 15; Range Work -Same as
above 9 a. m. - 1 p. m. Oct. 27,
28; Classroom Work 7-10 p. m.
Oct. 29; Range Work 9 a. m.-1
p. m. - Same as above.
Shelter House Athinson
Park, Henderson, Ky. Sept. 20,
2,1; 6-9 p. m. Sept. 22: Range
Work, Henderson Sportsman
Club.
CENTRAL KENTUCKY
Adair County Sportsman
Club; Sept. 22, 23; Classroom
Work 7-10 p. m. Sept. 24 Range
work 8-12 noon; Same as
above.
Hart County; Sept. 29, 30;
Classroom work; Hart County
Library 7-10 p. m., Oct. 1;
Range work 9 a. m. - 1 p. m.
Johnson's Springs Park
Barren River Sportsman

the Ballard County Wildlife
Management, here's the final
notice to get your requests for
reservations in. The application period begins Sept.
15 and ends Sept. 30 for both
goose and duck hunting on the
area.
Applications must contain
the name and address of each
hunter in the party, a first and
alternate choice of hunting
dates, a fee of $5 per day per
hunter or $15 per pit (cashier's
check, certified check or
money
only),
order
preference for duck or goose
hunting and a stamped, selfaddressed envelope.
Mail applications to Ballard
Mgt. Area, Rt. 1,
LACenter, Ky. 42056, and write
"hunting application" on tne
mailing envelope.

C. Wildlife

And when selecting hunting
dates, remember that goose
hunting on the Ballard wildlife
area doesn't start until Dec. 1,
even though the statewide
season gets under way Nov.
12. Duck hunting won't be
allowed on the refuge until
Dec. 10. Duck and goose
hunting will cease on the area
with the closing of the
statewide seasons — Jan. 14
for ducks and Jan. 20 for
geese. Also remember that
there is no hunting on the
Ballard area on Sundays or on
Christmas Day, to allow area
personnel a little time off.

Club; Oct. 13, 14, Classroom
work, 7-10 p. m. Oct. 15;
Range Work; Same as above
8-12 a. m.
Monroe County, Oct. 27, 28,
Tr -County Electric Bldg.,
Tompkinsville; 7-10 p. m. Oct.
29, Range Work; Monroe
County Sportsmen Club, 9 a.
m. - 1 p. m.
NORTHERN & EASTERN
KENTUCKY
Campbell County Game &
Fish; Sept. 22, 23, Classroom
work; 7-10 p. m. Sept. 24;
Range work; Same as above, 8
a. m. -12 noon
Lloyd Wildlife Management
Area; Sept. 29, 30; Classroom
work; '1-lop. m. Oct. 1; Range
work; Same as above; 8 a. m.
12 noon Oct. 13, 14; 7-10 p. m.
'Jct. 15; Range Work; same as
above

Minting Ethics: The Unwritten law of Hunting

Hunting has two kinds of
Law.
One is the written law that is
enforced by the game warden.
The other is unwritten. It is an
ethical code or code of honor
that the true sportsman places
on himself.
Most hunters obey the game
laws, but that alone isn't
enough. Without ethics, a man
can be a licensed, law-abiding
hunter and still be a poor
sportsman.
There is nothing illegal
about shooting at a running deer over 600 yards away
or trying to down a duck
winging 100 yards high. Nor is
it illegal to shoot a dove sitting
on a tree limb. But it is certainly unethical, and only a
poor sportsman would try it.
The ethical hunter knows
both the limits of his gun and
of his shooting ability and
always tries for a clean kill
In addition to the game
laws, the ethical sportsman
obeys all laws when hunting
He acts as a goodwill ambassador for his sport and for
all other hunters.
He knows that the town
whose road signs are used for
target practice quickly
removes the welcome mat for
hunters. And that the farmer
whose property or livestock
are abused will post his land
and forbid further hunting.
A real sportsman does all he
can to grow in hunting skills
If he is not a crack shot, he
works hard at his shooting and
gets all the practice he can.
r e,learns about the game he

hunts and how it lives. He
studies the game range in
v.hich he hunts
In other words, he has
respect for his quarry and
hunts it only in fair and
sporting ways. As an ethical
hunter, a real hunter, he
believes in "fair chase," and
he never takes unfair advantage of the game he hunts.
This principle of fair chase is
often part of the law. For

instance, it is unlawful to
shoot deer under jacklights or
to hunt from an airplane.
On the other hand, it may
not be against the law to shoot
a pheasant on the ground or a
duck swimming the water
but the ethical sportsman will
never do it.
A man who takes pride in his
hunting and in himself as a
hunter always hunts in such a
way that neither he nor the
game he hunts is ever
shamed. He treats his quarry

with respect, both before and
after he shoots it.
That is why the ethical
birdhunter - if he can possibly
afford and keep one - uses a
trained bird dog. He had the
dog not just to find birds but to
recover them after they are
downed.
The big game hunter also
makes every poKsible effort to
avoid wounding game, and if
he does, he stops further
hunting and combs the
countryside to find it. He will
even abandon his own hunting
to help another hunter find
wounded game.
A real trophy hunter may
make a long and costly hunting trip and never fire a shot.
His opportunities for legally
taking game may have been
many, but the ethical trophy
hunter exercises strong and
selective restraint. His code
demands that he shoot only a
fully mature specimen, and he
knows that the removal from
the herd of such an animal,
almost always a bull or buck
beyond breeding age, benefits
others of the species in the
area.
The ethical hunter never
takes more than his limit. But
more important still, he never
takes more game than he can
use.
His game is cleaned quickly
and skillfully, and he brings it
to the kitchen in prime condition. It is never wasted, and
he takes real pride in this
because it is a sure sign of his
skill and knowledge. It also
shows that respect for game is

A Time For Sharpening Skills
and Tuning Equipment
By Rick Natimodlif
There he sat, precariously
perched atop a log, with a
large limb above his head. I
speculated a distance of some
twenty plus yards, giving
some consideration to the
angle. I drew, aimed, and
released. The arrow caromed
wildly off the limb and
through the woods. He didn't
bound off, chattering madly as
you might expect; his little
cardboard body remainea

motionless, tauntingly serving
as further insult to my failure
to score. This was but a part of
the realistic setting of the
J.R.B.S. "Hardtimes Shoot"
last weekend; but the most
"real" part was the feeling of
dissapointment I felt at
missing that shot, it was the
same feeling I experienced
only a year ago as I failed to
connect on a nice forkhorn in
the L.B I. The reason?, I had

forgotten to align my
razorheads, and had not taken
the time to thoroughly check
the flight of my hunting
arrows.
There are many types of
arrows and hunting heads
available; and sometimes
coming up with the right
Combination can be costly,
time consuming, and just hard
to do. First consider your bow.
If you use a conventional bow,

UPPER LEFT — Rick Norsworthy showing the dissapointment at missing a squirrel target. UPPER RIGHT — A prime
example of why a bowhunter must establish clear shooting lanes when he is hunting from a stand. This arrow was
one of two that Owen Norsworthy put through a sapling recently during a bowshoot. LOWER LEFT — Paul Mvhill
sits on a tree stand preparing to show his superlative skill with a bow and arrow while a crowd of onlookers wait.
LOWER RIGHT — Danny Paschall carefully checks a target and records the scores at a recent bow shoot.

part of his self-respect as a taker, never gives his comseasoned hunter.
panions an even break. He is
There are two main kinds of the claimer who brags about
people in the world, the givers his success when he fills his
and the takers. The ethical limit and makes excuses if he
hunter is a giver. The does not.He will hunt private
unethical hunter - the poacher, property without permission
the man who breaks game and show no respect for the
laws and sets no standard for land on which he trespasses.
his conduct as a hunter - is a His concern is never for how
he hunts, only for how much
taker.
It is the ethical hunter who game he can shoot.
gives a friend the advantage
for getting a good shot and Abusing the hospitality of
who likes the odds in his landowners and rousing the
hunting slanted in favor of the anger of the public, the
game he pursues. He takes unethical hunter risks not only
pleasure in sharing the game his own chances for hunting
but those of all other hunters
and of future generations as
well. He is one of the greatest
enemies of hunting today,
posing a threat to the sport
equal to that of any hunting
hunting movement.
While even the ethical
hunter may never enjoy the
full approval of the nonhunting public, the public may
at least tolerate him. And as
public awareness of the
hunter's significant role in
conservation increases, antihuntings sentiment may
recede.
But the public will no longer
tolerate the unethical hunter,
he has taken with the man on and as long as he is allowed to
whose land he has hunted.
remain on the scene, ethical
And it is the ethieal hunter sportsmen will suffer by
who is most apt to give association .
generously of his time and Conservation laws and
outdoor knowledge to in- hunting ethics are two sides of
troduce a youngster to the the same coin. Do away with
enjoyment of the hunting either, and we will do away
experience.
with hunting.
The unethical hunter, the

your problems aren't as great,
for it will probably shoot
almost any head with a properly splined shaft. But the
faster and flatter shooting
compound needs further
consideration. Be sure it is
tuned properly because that
razor-equipped shaft will
respond more drastically to
any error in equipment and—
or shooting form than those
target arrows. With so many
shaft
combinations
of
materials, vane sizes, types,
and styles of fletching
available, I will not discuss
them all at this time, but will
comment that spiral fletching
will hold true for large banes
versus small. Also heads
usually fly much better when
aligned with the blades
corresponding to the vanes on
the shaft. in case of three
bladed heads) Remember of
course, blade sharpness is of
importance
in
utmost
maintaining proper equipment.
But my primary purpose in
this article is to impress upon
you the importance of testing
your equipment, especially
your hunting arrows, before
you go into the woods.
Practice with one of your
hunting arrows in the 'same
conditions as you will be
hunting; on the ground, in a
stand, etc. Styrofoam makes a
good broadhead target as it
will not harm the heads, and
there are also some good
broadhead targets on the
market.
If you feel rather confident
of your ability with the hunting arrow; you might ease on
down to. Hardin this Saturday
and *k your skill in the

Bowhunters,
Hardin
broadhead shoot. But beware!
Those guys are tough competition.
If you need help in selecting
your equipment, ask another
bowhunter. You'll find that he
will probably go out of his way
to assist you. Because of his
love for bowhunting, for
wildlife, and because of one
thing almost all bowhunters
have in common; responsibility. To quote from M.
R.James, editor of Bowhunter
Magazine
"Look at it this way. If you
Lake up tennis or golf, use
ririky-dink equipment, never
practice and knock balls all
over the fairway or court,
your probably not hurting
anyone. You're probably
having fun and that's all you
care about. Great! But if you
hunt with the bow and arrow,
use improper equipment,
never practice and try to kill a
deer or other big game
animal, chances are you'll
botch the job.
This hurts! The sport may
suffer. The animal may
responsible
All
suffer.
bowhunters
sufmay
fer...needlessly.
Do it right or don't do it at
all."
I might mention in closing
that the Tennessee season
opens today and should be an
a
excellent year
with
population of 180,000. Thats
about 4.3 per square mile. You
will be required to have a nonresident liscense at $20.30, a
deer tag at $7.80, and an archery only liscense at $5.30. So
have a good hunt and enjoy
nature.

IRBS Photo by Randy Dodd

Tomk.
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Prompt, Efficient Service
•

is

Thornton
Body
Shop

Our Business-

Itt
iJ
t TSON
Chemical Co.
Inc.

rfilizer
Located W Railroad Avenue

24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

Days 753-7404
Nights 753-2486
753-1933

We Appreciate Your Business

Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

40
71111111111111110111111111111 lllllllll 1111 lllllllllll 111 llllllllllllll 111111111111f1111111$11111111111 11011111tr

MO'

1•Of
•
•
•
•

Uncle Jeff's

Sporting Goods Dept.

)
•
•

•
•
)
•
•
I.
I.
•
• •
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••

Jerry's Restaurant

All merchandise sold at discount prices

t%
•

•

47.-

Fishing Tackle
Camping Equipment
Boating Accessories
Guns g Ammo
limy. 641 South Phone 753-9491

Stony Is

Foodaiant
Open 7 Days A Week
8 o. m. 10:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.

Phone 753 8322

S. 12th St.

641 Super Shell

753-3226

Eating Is A Family Affair

6:30-11:00 Sun thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. L Sat.

Hwy.641 South

753-9131

Your U-Haul Headquarters
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Murray Business News Ildefs
"Muppet" Dolls Delight Young Fans

4

Stars of TVs "The Nluppet Show" hase their toy counterparts which enchant this young
fan. The cuddly dolls, from left, are Rowlf, Kermit the Frog, and Fozzie Bear. Available
in toy departments this Christmas, the "Nluppet" dolls are the result of an e‘clusise licensing agreement between Jim Henson, their creator. and Fisher-Price Toys.

BUSINESS
PORTRAITS
Office•Studio

CREATIVE
PHOTGRAPHY
by

Ted Wilson
753-7360
304 MAIN

SBA Loan Officer to be
in Paducah Third Saturday
SBA-SCORE Visit
Canceled For
October 6
The
SBA-SCORE
representative will not be
in Paducah on October 6.
However the SBA loan
representative will- be in
Paducah on the regular
scheduled date, October 20.
R. B. Blankenship,
Director, Kentucky

00009000000000000000900M004

District Office of the Small
Business Administration
announced that due to
unusually heavy workload
from the eastern Kentucky
flood that SBA-SCORE will
not be able to hold office
hours on the first Thursday
in October. On the third
Thursday, October 20, SBA
loan officers will be in the
City Hall, Commissioner's
Office from 9:00 a.m. to 12
noon.
This cancellation is for
October only.

Home Sweet Home'Radio Shack

Sales Are Up

Insure It Properly
WIC iliLfgr!st 111%444
Illr'llt v.ith a c,iiiiprellen,•ive. oneIn-11 re it a;:aiii,t c‘erN,

Call 753-4451

PURDOM & THURMAN
Insurance Agency
Billy Thurman — Van Haverstock

All 111111111 111111111W

1110

FORT WORTH, TX.-Radio Shack, a division of
Tandy Corporation,
recorded
sales
of
$68,287,000 for the month of
August 1977, a 19.6 percent
gain
over sales of
$57,120,000 a year ago.
Sales of North American
Radio Shack stores in
existence more than one
year advanced 3 percent.
Tandy
Corporation
announced that consolidated sales for the
month of August were
$73,209,000, an increase of
16 percent over the August
1976 sales of $62,954,000.
Radio Shack, the nation's
leading consumer electronics store chain, has
nearly 6,000 stores and
dealers in, all 50 States and
Canada selling a complete
line of electronics products
for home entertainment,
hobbyists
and
experimenters.

%five at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Joe Adams

Audra Moody

ir

Joe Adams
Receives
Sales Award
The National Association
of Life Underwriters has
presented National Sales
Achievement Awards to
Agents Joe Adams, of
Murray, Ralph Blevins and
Bobby Lemond of the
Paducah District of Life
and Casualty Insurance
Company of Tennessee in
recognition of their outstanding leadership, sales
accomplishments and
service to policyowners
during the past year.

Way To Cut Auto
Insurance Costs

Rising auto insurance
rates are causing many
Americans to look for ways
to cut auto insurance costs.
There are several steps
that the individual motorist
can
take
to
lower
premiums. An agent can
advise which fits particular
needs best.
Consider
Bigger
Deductibles. Back in 1950,
most drivers carried a $50
deductible on their collision
coverage, just as many do
today. The deductible
represented 1.5 per cent of
the median family income
of $3,31-9. The median income had jumped to $13,720
in l'975. As a result, the
deductible would need to be
increased to $206 to
represent the same 1.5 per
cent of the average
family's income.
The driver who still
carries a $50 deductible
today is obviously buying a
lot more protection on a
relative basis than he did a
quarter-century ago. If his
insurance premiums are
high enough to be a
financial burden, it makes
sense for him to raise his
deductibles.
By going from a $50
deductible to a $100
deductible, a motorist can
cut his collision premium
about 10 to 20 per cent `in
most states.

Household Inventory Helps
In The Event Of A Disaster
personal your inventory. About once
Should
a
disaster such as a fire, a year, take out the intornado or flood strike as ventory record and add any
you are reading this, could new purchases. An inacyou provide an accurate curate or out-of-date inaccount of all your per- ventory will be less
sonal belongings to your valuable.
insurance claims adjuster?
Keep your inventory in a
Take a little test.
safe place ( like a safety
Close your eyes.
deposit box). If it is kept at
Now, try to accurately home, it should be in a
describe everything in your location which is dry,
home by model number, fireproof, and secure. You
year of purchase, ap- might even want to give
proximate
cost, yolli insurance agent andreplacement value and or scnneone else a copy in
serial number. —
case the original is lost or
Can't remember! Don't destroyed.
feel bad; very few people
Photos Help
can. But in the event of a
Even the best of inmajor loss such as a fire or ventories can be improved
tornado that destroys much if there are photographs to
of your property', the In- supplement
the
insurance Information In- formation on the list. This
stitute says you may be is especially true if you no
asked to do just that.
longer have receipts or
That's a pretty good other documentation as to
reason why you should value.
prepare in advance an
If
you
rely
on
accurate inventory of all photographs, it will be
your personal belongings, necessary to take an
so that in the event of an abundance
of
shots,
unexpected
catastrophe overlapping . most so
MILLION MARK — Mrs. Audra Moody of Boyd-Majors Real Estate has topped
you'll be able to settle an nothing will be missing.
the million dollar sales mark for the second year in a row. Mrs. Moody (second
insurance claim much
Another way to keep a from right) is shown afterclosing the sale of the new home in Canterbury Estates
easier. Instead of guessing film record is to make a owned by Mr. and Mrs. Jim Knight(right)and bought by
Dr. H. S. Jackson (left).
— and maybe missing an home movie of the house,
important item or valuing slowly covering every
something too low — you detail, including inside
are sure your record of loss closets
and
dresser
is accurate.
drawers.
Although no insurance
Date the photographs
Some
money-wise
company would deny a and films.
people put their loose
claim just because the
(Kodak offers a pamchange each night into a
inventory
record
is phlet
advising
on
piggy bank. It's a
Audra Moody, a real
inadequate, the company techniques to use when
painless way to set
estate
broker with Boydmay require proof of making such a pictorial
savings aside and it's
ownership and cost before record. For a copy of Majors Real Estate agency
surprising how much
paying for a loss, says the "Photos Help You When in Murray,has been named
can be accumulated this
Institute. An inventory list Disaster Strikes," write: to ttr agency's 'Million
way in a year's time.
by Bill Boyd
would eliminate many Kodak, Department 55N, Dollar Club' for the second
You'll accumulate even more if you put the
year in a row.
questions as to value or Rochester, N.Y. 14650.)
piggy-bank'money into a savings account with
ownership.
Mrs. Moody topped the 1Printed inventory sheets
us. Compounded interest makes it grow!
Avoid Disappointment
mike the job easier, but million dollar mark by
In addition to providing a are not necessary. If you closing the sale of the new
PEOPLES BANK
record of ownership, an want a pre-printed form, home
Canterbury
in
o/i
Member FDIC
inventory can serve as a ask your agent or company Estates owned by Mr. and
m I R NAY
KY
Mrs. Jim Knight and
clue to inadequacies in representative.
coverage. Some items,
However you keep your purchased by Dr. H. S.
such as money, furs, inventory record, be sure Jackson.
Mrs. Moody represented
jewelry, gems, watches, to recapitulate the total
securities, negotiable in- estimated values. Compare both the Knights and Dr.
struments and the like — this with the contents Jackson in the transaction.
are limited in coverage for coverage on your in- The sale brings Mrs.
certain losses. If you have surance policy. New Moody's total sales this'
any valuable items in these purchases and inflation year to $1,031,450. Last
'TEL
categories, you mightr,want may have left your - year she sold $1,075,000
YOU'VE
to check with your agent or coverage inadequate, and worth of property.
HEARD
The honoree is in her fifth
company
representative it's best to discover this
year with Boyd Majors.
for additional coverage. before a loss.
OUR
She became a sales person
The important thing is
Actual Cash Value
STORY
avoid disappointment by
To determine the proper in 1974 and received her
insuring that you have latel of coverage, it will be brokers license in 1976.
Advertising in
enough coverage.
necessary to confer with Mrs. Moody's husband,
our newspaper
Unusual items (antiques, your agent. For contents, Reuben, is also associated
can bring big
fine art, coin or stamp settlement of claims is with Boyd-Majors. The
business to
collections) on which it based in most cases on couple has three children,
your
Rick
Mrs.
may be difficult to place a "actual cash value." This Steve,
business.'
value should receive concept is basically the Bowerman and Sandra.
Mr. and Mrs. Moody live
careful attention. A special cost of replacement at time
policy amendment and of loss, less a deduction for at 715 Goodman and attend
Methodist
First
additional
premium, depreciation. The rate of the
generally
relatively depreciation (or loss of Church.
modest, will protect such value) would depend on
Call
items.
age, use and obsolescence
PRESCR1PTai
The initial inventory will of the item. Clothing
be the most time con- depreciates rapidly, while
7 fi 111
suming,since you will have furniture retains its value
so many things to list. On longer.
2_77
the list, note the model,
Remember, any setmake, date of purchase, tlement for a loss other
cost, whether new or used than that "scheduled" in
when purchased, serial the policy, (i.e., when a
number and any special specific value is given for a
feature that might affect specific item), is based not
the value of the item.
on what it would take to
It is probably easier to replace the items lost, but
take the inventory one rather on the "actual cash
EMERGENCY
room at a time and then value."
SERVICE
have someone doubleWhy take an inventory?
ao our parr,
We
check to make sure nothing (1) to prove lour claim in
was left out. Don't overlook the event of loss and to help
hand -in -hand
the garage, attic, closets with income tax deducand contents of drawers. tions; (2) to remind
with your physiKeep In
yourself about items that
cian, to promote
Safe Place
If your home or business burned down
might
easily
be
For major purchases, try overlooked; (3) to locate
tomorrow, would your insurance coverage
recovery from illto locate a receipt that special items that are not
pay for rebuilding?
would help prove your fully insured because of
Or, suppose someone is injured on your
ness. In mere minclaim. Over the years as policy limits; and (4) to
property or by your car Could your liability
you obtain enw valuables, make sure your coverage
utes only, your
coverage handle it if the injured person sued
keep receipts and attach keeps up with the value of
you for, soy. '300,000 ond won?
the original or a copy to your personal property.
prescription is
To help hold down your insurance rates. are
you willing to self insure your smaller losses
compounded and
by taking higher deductibles?
deliverett.
You can't do much about inflation. But you
don't hove to let it undericyine your loss
Call the
protection Call us today or a thorough
evaluation of your home, car
d business insurance

Mrs. Moody
Makes Record
Real Estate Sale

mores

Hold the
Phone

753-1919

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times
Has heavy inflation

made your home, car
or business insurance
coverage too light?

PRINTING

Winchester Services

Clinic
Pharmacy
The
Prescription

"The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing"
102 North 4th Street

DANK

Murray, Ky. 42071

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

753-5397

Specialists

753-8302
Free Delivery

The Murray
Insurance Agency
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-4751
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Let's Stay Well

B F J L Hlasuigame, MD

Treating Hyperventilation

CLASSIFIED

•

2 Notice
0. Mrs. P. P. writes that
she is quite concerned
16-year-old
about
her
daughter who has repeated
spells of weakness and
deep, rapid breathing. She
tingles all over and has
numbness in her hands and

feet. Mental confusion is
often associated with the
rapid breathing, and her
conversation is at times
senseless during a spell.
Several physicians have
seen this girl and have
found her to be normal.

Crossword Puzzler

ed
nd
tes

ACROSS
1 Shallow
vessel
4 Sting
9 Greek letter
12 Macaw
13 Girls name
14 Fall behind
15 Dinner
course
17 Mine
excavation
19 Hail
20 Halt
21 Fascination
23 Most
profound
26 Sheet of
glass
27 Scorches
28 Conjunction
29 Emmet
30 Golf shots
31 Guido s high
note
32 Note of
scale
33 Peels
34 Roman poet
35 Pullman car
37 Avoid
38 Ursine
animal
39 Is in debt
40 Tale •
42 Period of
time
45 Vast age
46 Showy
flower
48 By way of
49 Plaything
50 Floats in air
51 Recede

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

existence
UMW B0010R
4 Odor
[mum DR014011
5 Clayey
BOA
MOO
earth
OU MOUWIUMW 130
6 Skill
MUNN CO MOO
7 A state
IdIUM UM ii0DM
labbr 1
WEIGHWEJUOU
8 Bed
canopies
HUM IAD UNIA
9 Run away to WiIMI Cla
be married
00 MORRO° 311
10 Hit lightly
MR
11 Mature
WOMULOU UMUMMU
16 Transaction
1411111MO ti40140
18 Covers
37 Pitchers
20 Chairs
30 Tropical
39 Above
21 Masts
American
40 Deposit
22 Jury list
trees
41 Also
23 Hinder
31 Not frank
42 Greek letter
24 Compact
33 Equal
25 Barter
34 Part of stove 43 Penpoint
44 Idle talk
27 More
36 Hard-wood
47 Conjunction
•
certain
tree
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um' Immo
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Down
1 Cushion
2 Exist
3 Coming
into
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Check
Your
Ad t '
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BOOKRACK Thousands
used paperbacks. Sell I/
price. Trade two for 1.
Two locations. 808
Chestnut, Murray and
Square,
Paducah
Paducah.

FOR
SALE
55 Gol. Drums
Thornton Tile
A Marble
012 Sis
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.
PROVERBS 14:12 "There
is a way which seemeth
right unto a man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
it just seem right? To
make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual, The Holy Bible,
and be sure. Don't wait
until it's too late. Need
assistance? Call 753,
0984.

ERROR

5
5
5

,

5

Phone Numbers
For The
ledger 8, Times
Departments
Are As Follows

1,7

•*-L-I•

..•••••.••7:

THE BUS IS AN HOUR LATE --WELL NEVER GET TO THE
PARK IN TIME FOR OUR
PICNIC

BUS
STOP

News, Society and
75 3- 19 18
Sports
Retail Display advertising 753-1919
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulation oriel the Business
be
may
Office
reached on .753
1916 and 753-1917

rei
4
4

<W)

K)• O 7 7 11, 1.0 Fles,u,
•Synd,cave

WHAT
TELLS
YOU?

I'D BETTER CHECK
ON BEETLE.
SOMETHING
TELLS ME HE'S
600FIN6 OFF

MY KNUCKLES
START TO ITCH

flc

A
ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Jj

All display ads,
displays
classified
and regular display,
must be submitted
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
day
before
the
publication.

(crnz-0•\.,

tic
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Tom
vE5 THE
;:4441 CEA'NAN
DEEP
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THERE ARE 7IME5, V TAKE LOVING CARE
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OF HERO AND DEVIL
UNTIL I RETURN.
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W

„.THI5 IS OWE OF THOSE
TIME5.I ......
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•;

WHAT TIME
DOES THE
PLANE REACH
TARAKIMO

WOODS..

If You
Need Them:

I.

r

A

14

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency
Humane Society

I

..AW ENTER's PIE TOWN
AS AN ORDINARY MAN„,

.i1I141 REMEMBER 1111-L)
1-40w ROm•Nnc,OUR
WEDDING WAS7

riv.

/

HOW COULD
FORGET

'IcOR 77lE6/4:75T

WHO wALA-s.i

'oNrp

•-•

4172*

II

OF YOUR

THEN INSTEA- 1"1.•
OP SAYING • I
You Bur27i--.

_z?

:
%

0

THE DAY HAS
COME WHEN A
MA C451-I
HORSEOF ANY SIZ -

(

.
• ALI

r';Ara

AC

*U4Y-ocr-tP 9 2.
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753-5131
753-3535

BEFORE n-iE CEREMONY
DRANK CHAMPAGNE
SLIPPER'

rra
.

753-1411
753-1621
153-6952
7519332

,

15 R.1T1TLE4)1)AS DEC-Er
TREATMENT A'S ANY OTH8R
AMERICAN- IF He's SitARr
EKI0061-4 12 Dr:viNANC, IT-7Y

A

1V
•1

7534622
753-7588
753-0929
753 NEED
753 2288

cial Concern
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

MASSE
ADS,

il
Kff%
v.!
, .SVol

Qt*P-Celefk-

Cemprehensive
Carr
Poison Control
Senior Citizens
Needline
Learn To Read

6 Help Wanted

ORTHODON1C Assistant
- 21 or over - high school
education minimum.
Send resume to Box 32Y,
Murray.

EXPERIENCED grill
cook, weekends evening
shift. Apply in person,
Jo-Jacks, Aurora.

WAITRESS
18 or over
Bus boy, dishwasher and food prep.
Hiring high school students. Hours
5:30-10:30. Apply in person,

PAGLIAIS
IN-TOWN HOMES
If you ere Maim; for•lows Maids of tow
wry be jest whet yost erre looking fee.

owe of these

MARI A PALL MOVE
There's stll time te esgoy the peel that escompoldes
this low* Mess rn Centeriery Estates. This S Wreak
ream is see of Me meet
2 Yoh home with feneel
tosiofoly demoted homes N Mersey. Other desitelis
homes ineleds morel beet end ak ead a fireplugs. for
edditienel leformetims mid ea appointment cel as
myths.. SSO,ON.011.

3 Card Of Thanks

newspaper
responsible for only
one incorrect insertion
ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LY SO PLEASE CE•IECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROM
PEE,' IN CASt OF AN

iT JUST
PASSED OUT

1"0 NOT iSOG TO STAND
HERE WHILE SOME STUPO
BALL HISSES AT ME

6 Help Wanted

2 Notice

YOUR NEED IS our
They say that she breathes surance brings marked
concern. NEEDLINE,
too fast and that she is not relief.
Since no medicine is
in need of any medicine.
753-6333.
The mother believes that needed, it should not be
without
something is wrong with given. If it is given
CHESTNUT
General
her daughter and that the also assisting the patient in
Baptist Church will have
medithe
trouble has not been found gaining insight,
a hometoming Sunday,
by the physicians. She asks cine will not help. In fact,
25, 1977.
Septemtier
for colnments and helpful when medicine is given
Located on corner of
anxithe
help,
and fails to
suggestions.
Cqstnut and Cherry
Your
A.
description ety is often made worse.
Street. Everyone is
hyperventiof
Episodes
signs
the
points out
usual
welcome.
and symptoms of the rapid lation do not mean that a
person is unstable or of
syndrome
breathing
FOR
in
REWARD
known as hyperventilation. unsound mind. Anxiety
formation leading to
It is usually unpleasant states occur in normal,
arrest and conviction of
and dramatic, but it is not healthy persons who reRecovperson or persons who
completely.
cover
serious. The condition is
broke into C. W. Nance
more often seen in adoles- ery is prompt when the
residence, September 18
patient gains insight about
cents, particulary girls.
and took 22 single shot,
the problems and how it is
The forced breathing
automatic
22
causing symptoms.
washes out the carbon
2 shotguns,
Remington,
dioxide from the lungs and
MAN OF MANY LABELS
pistol
1
standard
high
blood and releases an exAP
(
Calif.
SACRAMENTO,
cess of sodium bicarbonate - If Maurice La Kerr had con- and TV. $200.00 reward.
in the blood, resulting in a sumed all the liquor required to Call 753-0248 or 436-5365.
condition obtain 25,000 labels from the
temporary
known as alkalosis. It pro- bottles, it would have taken
duces many of the symp- him a bottle a day for 70 years
That's how many liquor latons you have outlined.
bels he has saved from all ovvr
The hyperventilat4r is the world. Five thousand
usually very anxious about them are beer labels. All arc
some circumstances which different in some way - 1)
he cannot face and cannot printing, color, size or vintage
La Kerr, a former vaudeville
avoid. The treatment consists of reassuring the vic- performer, explained he accounterfeit
tim and his family and quired numerous
during the prohilabels
bootleg
friends. A careful, quiet
interview usually reveals a bition era.
"When the sale of alcoholic
,/
fear or an intense anxiety. beveragesi)ecame legal again,
•
Once the patient recogcountthe
of
some
I compared
nizes the relationship be- erfeits with the genuine and deore
tween the anxiety and the
Adyerrtsers
cided to display- both of them
requested to check the
symptoms, they usually
together. That started it. I befirst insertion of ads for
clear up promptly and do
gan collecting any and all liThis
correction
not return. Such reassaid.
quor labels," he
will be

PHONE 753-1916

r

WORDS ARE inadquate
to express our thanks
and appreciation for the
many acts of kindness
and sympathy extended
to us foIlowing the death
of our dear uncle, Joe
Hall. Special thanks to
the staff and nurses of
Westview Nursing
Home and to Dr. Hugh
Houston for his seven
years of faithful attentiveness and service.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Calhoun and nieces and
nephews.

PATRIOT NAM
This hems, Mei 1½ Meeks west If MAY, his 2 apartmoots te help make the moments. The hems festers,3
bedrooms, assutel hem mid eh, end Its of sheep
wee. The bechyord is famed with•gerdee are.. Owner
leash., end wants te sal sees, se mil mod let is she
ye.this quality WM beam $0,5011.119. •

5 lost And Found
WHITE
LOST
AMERICAN Eskimo
Spitz. Old and deaf. Has
white flea collar with
rabies tag. Please call
753-1264.
LOST-GERMAN
SHEPHERD,8 week old
• pup, black over tan, in
area of South llth and
Sycamore. On Sep17.
Small
tember
offered.
REWARD
Please call 759-1109.
6. Help Wanted
ADDRESSERS WANTED Immediately!
Work at home - no
experience necessary excellent pay. Write
American Service, 8350
Park Lane, Suite 269,
Dallas, TX 75231
SECRETARY - mature
and well experienced.
Two to three girl office.
This person should have
the main initiative, and
probably carry the basic
responsibility of the
office. Good basic skills
necessary of course.'
Please reply and state
address, telephone
number, age, marital
status, children and
ages, a short work
history including
present or last em'ployment. Reply to Box
32Z. c-o Ledger& Times.

nImmeismomin
This frame hems ea S. 10th Si. is parted for yaw awe
be.. sr rental property. Ilardwasd timers, washer mid
dryer hosi-ops as well is storm doors sod windows. The
'molds stemma beide,is me edited feature for this fins
hams. Priced .5 12,750.10.

r.
41A•
• sti

1
'

ea-

CLOSE TO TVERTTNING
fair bedroom he.. welting for the largo family with
modest Mama. Al /repos mod appliemos
Iconeesiesi gas heat, quiet street Millie isadsing &teats to University, schools. Priced lithe 20's.

•

Jew.
MONEY MANSION
This lovely he.. at 1322 eel fastens a very speakers
first flw vitt% 2 bedrooms, both, formal dining nem,
Avieg room, with fireplets, mia porch, sad 1 bedroom
also his smottror fireplace. lastly old nom shawl mu the
oars large lot Two upstairs opertzeosts provide
$250.00 met.

I

1.1.111,

AUTOMOTIVE
opOutstanding
portunity at respected
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, automobile dealership for man experienced in cleaning
up new and used cars.
Dealership will furnish all tools and
materials. Generous
salary plus many company benefits. Send
history of job experiences and job
referegces to:
iohn Foster
Foster Pontiac
3636 South
27th Street
Milwaukee, Wis. - 53221
or call collect
414-282-5000

SENO DECORATTO
304 Sow* 1514 Mmost. Drive by thew cell for as eppoiraleset. There's 4 bedrooms whew you need the care
specs, yisiel “Iply the formal dieing roma for Moss
special occasions. lot the kids play in Ms *dry Imp
hock yard. Only $21,1100.
We would be very helm, to holy yes find the Immo Met moots
yew owls rosmirmosarts. If yes hove aim samsticam coocanting Isms closing cast, taros, doweroymems, mentlity
peywits or selects of mortgage money call vs
Our peel Is to previde cantons*, compatriot service whits
felfIllsig yew reel estate seeds.

Wilson

16
RE ALTOR•

Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc
Shirley Safford
lierteve &Nies

Yogi With
Si. Totem

Wert. Whim

S 3 3243 A mt.@

•
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YOUR KEYto Buy,Sellor Trade An

ARE THE CLASSI
15 Articles For Sale

9 Situations Wanted

6 Help Wanted
WANT SOMEONE to help
with infant and 15 month
old in my home. Six
hours a day, experience
required. Call 753-9501.
WEEKLY
$2 0 0
stuffing
•POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127.
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

PERKINS
IS NOW OPEN

MIDNIGHT
EVERY FRIDAY
AND SATURDAY
NIGHT.

MALE STUDENT needs
money, willing to work.
Call Jeff, 767-6785. Box
Hall,
4187F, Hart
Murray.

65,000 BTU Warm Morning gas heater, 125.00.
Call 436-2265.

FR RENT OR LEASE
- 40 x 63 It. building.
/three offices with 2
bathrooms, one with
shower. Would make
nice clean-up shop or
cycle shop. Would
consider long term
lease. Call 753-6490.
13. For Sale Or Trade
1951 DODGE COUPE,
asking 150.00. Call 7532670 after 4 p. m.

UNTIL

LABORERS WANTED to
travel with Hagan
Wallace Sells Gray
Circus going to Florida.
Salary plus room and
board furnished. Apply
Mr. Story, Jaycee
Fairgrounds, Saturday,
`. September 24 only.
"MANAGER CO-OWNER
-; Sonic Drive In, Murray,
Ky. Prefer family man.
$800 base starting salary
plus 25 per cent profit
sharing. Must be experienced in fast food
,service, good
references, and willing
to make lanall investment. COI collect
918-687-6198 for Jim
Barker.

1968 CADILLAC and Ford
C-4 transmission Call
753-7271.
14. Want To Buy
TRACTOR
GRAVELY
accessories: Planter
drill, roto-plow, Sulky
(seat', 2 ties. Also 30-40
h. p. Ford or Massey
Ferguson tractor, plus
bush hog blade, 2 bottom
plow, Call 753-8709.
WE BUY used 'trailers.
Call 1-442-1918 or after 5,
443-8515.
USED JUNK air conditioner. Call 753-7765.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.
15 Articles For Sale

FEDDERS 2 ton central
air and heat unit.
Enlarging home to 3 ton
unit. Still hooked up and
working this week.
Installed 1970. 350.00.
Call 489-2303.
SALE-KING "automatic
wood heaters. $149.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
POOL TABLE, needs
repair $10.00: Sears 600
Chick Brooder, excellent condition, $50.00.
Young Guineas $1.75 ea.
- Day old $1.50. Approximately 500 ft.
seasoned black walnut $1.25 ft. Phone 527-7880.
ANTIQUE
TWO
showcases and used ban
saw. Call 436-5411.
UPRIGHT
LARGE
freezer. Avacado green.
Perfect condition. 6200.
Call 753-9680.

32 Apartments For Rent
1 1TTRESS
CUSTOM
made any size for an- TWO BEDROOM TOWN
house; Range,
tique beds or campers.
refrigerator, dishBuy direct and save on
mattresses,
washer, disposal,
all
washer-dryer hookup,
Healthopedii or foam.
all carpet, central heat
Also see their elegant
and air. Call 753-7530.
gallery of furniture,
Bamboo, \kicker and
Brass. WISES WEST ONE BEDROOM furKY. MATTRESS AND
nished apartment for
1136
FURNITURE
rent. No utilities furSouth 3rd, Paducah.
nished. No pets allowed
Phone 1-443-7323.
inside. Call 753-3763 or
753-3519 after 5 p.m.
26 IV Radio

18 Sewing
/0‘444 oj 114440440.4
1
4.
south lath Suet,
43071
'.1 ,r...

Needieart Shoppe
Complete line of
materials and accessories for crochet,
knitting, needlepoint, latch-hook and punch
needle rugs, 'ar types
embroidery. Tatting and
crochet cotton.
Hours are Mon. Wed.,
fn., 1000-600. Tues.,
Thurs.& Sat.,1000-4.00
19 Farm Equipment
182
INTERNATIONAL
Dozer, hydraulic conungood
trol,
good
dercarriage,
condition. $7,500.00. Call
898-3429.
MF 300 COMBINE, corn
and bean header. $4700.
1967 Ford diesel truck 16
ft. grain bed, $2700. Call
489-2387 or 489-2298.
TD 15 INTERNATIONAL
dozer. 1960 model. Call
753-7560 or 753-1977.

TOBACCO STICKS any
amount. Call 489-2126.

1957 CASE 400 diesel 60
horse with mower.
1200.00. Call 436-4786
after 6 p. m.

REFRIGERATOR, $25.
Westinghouse washer,
reasonable. Antique
table and chest. Can be
seen 707 Story Ave.

TRUCK TOOL boxes,
Standard box, 79.95.
Heavy Duty, 89.95.
Vinson Tractor Co. 7534892.

ELVIS PRESLEY
records and tapes in
stock. Good selection,
old and new. Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Center,
Dixieland
Chestnut. Phone 7530113.

JUST RECEIVED
Case
660
another
combine, like new.
Vinson Tractor Co., 7534892.

J.I.L. in-dash AM-FM
stereo 8 track .679.95
AM-FM stereo cassette.
$89.95. Installation
available at Sunset
Boulevard Music,
Center,
Dixieland
Chestnut. Call 753-0113.

26 TV Radio
AM-FM STEREO 8 track
phonograph, component
system with 4 speakers.
Call 753-4862 after 4 p.
m.

753-5719
FURHOUSEHOLD
apand
NITURE
pliances. Call 436-5482.

•NO.MIO

•

DESIGNED TO COLLECT
COMPLIMENTS
Owners want offer on this like new 3 bedroom, 2
bath home in exclusive neighborhood. Home is
extremely attractive and tastefully decorated
and we would love to show it to you. Price
reduced to 948,500.

KOPPERUD
REALTYM
711 Main

753-1222

CONTCMPORARY style
sofa, neutral color.
Approximately 100
inches long. Good
condition. Reasonably
priced. Call 753-7591.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
amp.
and
guitar
Electric welder, Sp amp
miscellaneous
and
items. Call 753-8127.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery. 753-6760
day or night.
18 Sewing
, SEWING MACHINE
cabinets. New and used
16.50 and up. Large
stock. Must sell. Call
354-8619.

Elevators- Bids Already Received.
Bid Package No.4:
Mositure Proofing

36 For Rent Or lease
THREE 1 car stalls for
rent. Heat and electricity furnished. Call
753-8606.
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call - Mike
753-8850
Brannack
between 8 and 5.

27 Mobile Home Sales

37. livestock

FURNISHED MOBILE
HOME with 3 bedrooms,
11'2 baths. 20 minutes
from Murray.$5500. Call
345-2701.
12 x 65 LANCELOT
mobile home. Completely furnished with
house furniture, central
air. 2
heat and
bedrooms, 2 baths,
located at Riviera Cts.
$5,500. Nice. Call 7532762.
12 x 52 MOBILE home.
$5,000 or $1500 and take
over payments. Call 7591039.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good condition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO
BEDROOM
TRAILER for rent.
Shady Oaks Trailer Ct.
Call 489-2533.

vs7Termite

14Inspectio
Certified By IPA
Avoid Costly Nome Repair/

Kelly's Termite
8 Pest Control
Moo ortnewl owl epwringol gym. VI
vows. 01. not lip Ey, mom,awl hol.
I. finielhod.
100 South 13th St.
Phone 753-3914
Roaches,Sliver Fish

Supplies

BEEF - HOGS custom
and
slaugthering
Hogs
processing.
scalded or skinned.
Your choice of film or
heavy grade freezer
paper. Also grain fed
freezer beef for sale.
Paris Meat Processing
Co. 642-8201.

12 x 60 mobile home with
12 ft. extension on 100 x
225 ft. lot, furnished or
unfurnished. Call 7537407.

Bath Tubs-Wall Panels
1 Piece Vanity Tops

"Quality That Will Please"

Bid Package No. 3:

BEDROOM
TWO
HOUSE, unfurnished,
couples preferred. Call
753-0293 after 5 p. m.

WANTED - Someone to
take up payments on 25"
color T.V. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.

MARBLE

S. 9th

'
Structural Steel, Composite Roof Deck,
Misc. Metals,Steel Stairs- Bids Already Received.

34 Houses For Rent

WILL DO COMBINE
work. Call Terrell
Tidwell, 435-4429.

LIVING ROOM SUITE,
marble top coffee table
and end tables. Matching set. Call 753-6496.

Bid Package No. 2:

SLEEPING ROOMS, air
conditioner, private
entrance, refrigerator.
Zimmerman
Apartments, South 16th, 7536609.

T.V. SALE, T.V. Sale, T.
V. Sale! Zenith is the
best and Sissuas sells
them for less. Our prices
can't be beat. come to
Sissons T.V. Sales and
see. We service what we
sell. Highway 94, 17
miles West of Murray.
Call 382-2174 or 382-2743.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-32.80.

CHESTNUT SADDLE
horse. Call 489-2548.
38. Pets

TIME

BATE
lid Package No. 1:
Sub-Surface Work,H-Concrete Center Core,
Concrete Stairs To Roof-Bids Already Received.

33. Rooms For Rent

Color
19"
NEW
Magnavox TV for just
$15 per month or a total
of $399.00. J and B Music
- Magnavox, 753-7575.

BABY bed and play pen.
Bed has springs and
FULL TIME or part time
20 Sports Equipment
mattress, wooden high
beautician. For sale all 8 FT KROHLER couch,
25 Ft. Pontoon boat,
chair, two bunk bed size
styles and colors of
good condition. Glass
$1.200., includes Merend
step
2
es,
mattress
wigs. Call 753-0757. ' topped table, set end
cury Mark 55, 3 H. P.,
table.
coffee
and
tables
tables, 3 sets lamps,
gas trolling motor, 10
Kipp
Al
753-8092
Call
WANTED SITTER in my
dinette set, dresser,
speed electric trolling
e.
residenc
home for school age
desk, buffet, wardrobe,
motor,swivel seats, roof
own
child. Must furnish
box springs and matelectric lights, 4and
SION
TELEVI
transportation. Call 753tress, chair, recliner, USED
for
trailer
wheel
Call
n.
America
early
8008 after 6:30 p. m.
Victorian bed, shallow
436.5548.
hauling.
753-5933.
well pump. Call 753-8127.
£XPER1ENCED COOK
18 H. P. EVINRUDE
N tractor
needed morning shift.
AUTOCRAT thermostate SEARS GARDE
outboard motor. Fuel
8 h. p. 36 inch mower.
: Call 753-2998.
control wood heater,
tank and gas lines. Can
n.
conditio
nt
Excelle
year old. Warm Morning
be seen at Murray Bait
350.00. Call 753-0651 after
SOMEONE TO STAY
coal stove. Three speed
Co. Call 753-5693.
5:30.
lady.
elderly
with
:
electric fan. Rheemglas
Monday-Friday. Call
Ebbtide
14'
1969
water heater, 30 gallon,
door china
436-5804.
Runabout, 55 h. p.
3 months old. 220 3 stack OLD GLASS
40.00.
walnut.
cabinet,
Evinrude and trailer.
heater. Call 753-6858.
and
.Commode and sink,
ZARPENTERS
Can be seen at Mercy
25.00. School desk, 5.00.
laborers. Call 436-2627.
BROILER OVEN and 2
Ambulance or call 753Call 436-5830.
9333.
winter coats. Call 7674797.
CONAIR
AND
HEATING
MAYTAG washer and
45 GOLF BALLS in good
DITIONING firm has
dryer, electric-white. 11
NEW AND USED AIR
condition. Sell for 15.00.
metal
opening for skeet
years old. Excellent
S for
ESSOR
COMPR
Call 759-1613 after 6 p.
mechanic for duct
condition, 125.00. Call
sale. Call Dill Electric,
m.
infabrication end
753-8859.
753-9104 or 753-1551.
fringe
stallation.
18 FT. GLASTRON with
jaellefits.
TWO 12' WIDE garage BIG POOL TABLE, 75
accessories. Call 753Send resume to P.O.
gallon aquarium fish
doors. Aluminum and
9580.
Box 32A, Murray.
and all, twin bed with
glass. Call 753-6435.
22 Musical
box springs and mattress. Small clothes
SEVEN PIECE double
laidryer, antique wooden
bass Ludwig drum set.
table, chairs and buffet.
With stand and acCall 753-0757.
cessories. Will sell with
or without symbols. Call
SALE - all fuel chimney,
753-6266 after 5 p. m.
triple wall, 6" x 36".
choose from our complete
$21.95. Wallin Hard- FLUTE for sale. Call 753line of colors and a variety
5473.
ware, Paris.
of Bowl designs
16. Home Furnishings
23. Exterminating
Come in 8, See Our Display
CLOTHES DRYER in
. excellent condition. $75.
FREE
Call 759-1303.

Thornton Tile
& Marble

MUTATION TO III

for construction of a
Bids are solicited*the Murray-Calloway County Hospital -Calloway County
Murray
the
of
Professional Office Building on the ground
Hospital, Murray,Kentucky.
tion Cost Consultants
Bids will be received for the following packages by Construc
the Hospital, in the
Of Kentucky, Inc., the agent of and Construction Manager for
and time listed opdate
the
at
y
Kentuck
Murray,
Street,
Board Room,903 Poplar
posite each bid package description.

Supplies

REGISTERED COCKER
Spaniel, male, black and
tan. 15 months old. Call
m.
489-2756 after 6
39 Poultry Supplies
LAYING HENS. Call 4742301.
41. Public Sales
HEAD START Rummage
Sale, Saturday October
1, 8:00 - 2 p. m. Old
Douglas School on North
2nd behind Tappan.
GARAGE SALE Bedroom furniture with
double bed, mattress
and springs, single bed
with mattress and
springs,
refrigerator,
frost free, chairs, and
tables, teenage clothes,
tape
player, lawn
chairs, black and white
TV and miscelleanous
objects.
household
Saturday from 10 a. m.
to 6 p. m. 1307 Doran
Road.

1. Built-Up Roofing and Insulation-Section 7A
2. Sheetmetal and Flashing-Section 7B
2:00 PM, COT

October 13, 1977
lid Package No. 6:
Exterior System,Drywall and Plaster
1. Sound and Batt Insulation-Section 6C
2.Exterior Wall System-Section 9A
3. Plaster and Partitions-Sections9B
4. Acoustical Ceilings-Section 9C
5. Drywall Partitions-Section 9D
6. Metal Access Doors-Sections 10G
7. Pass-Thru Boxes-Section 10H

200 PM,CDT

October 13, 1977
Bid Package Ns.
Glass,Glazing and Aluminum Work
1. Aluminum Doors and Frames-Section 8C
2. Glass and Glazing-Section 8E
3. Aluminum Windows-Section 8F

2:00 PM,COT

October 13, 1977
Bid Package Be. 7:
General

Miscellaneous, Metals,Steel
1.Erection of Structural Steel, Composite Roof Deck,
Others.
by
hed
Stair Rails-Furnis
and H-Concrete Center Core with
2. Concrete-Less Foundations, First Floor, Slab
Concrete Stairs(Bid Package No.1)-Section 3A
3. Masonry-Section 4A
4. Metal Roof Deck-Furnish and Install-Section 5D
5. Carpentry-Section 6A
6. Millwork-Section 6B
7.Caullting and Sealing-Section 7C
8. Dampproofing-Section 713
9.Steel Doors and Frames-Section 8A
10. Wood Doors-Section 8B
11.Builders Hardware-Section 8A
12. Resilient Flooring-Section 9E
13. Toilet Partitions-Section 10A
14. Toilet Accessories-Section 10B
15. Interior Signage-Section 10C
16. Exterior Signage-Section IOD
17. Fire Extinguisher Cabinets-Section 10E
18. Metal Louvers-Section 10F
2:00 PM,COT
October 13, 1977
lid Package No. 9:
Paint
1. Painting-Section 9F
2. Vinyl Wall covering-Section 9G
October 13, 1977

2:00 PM, COT

October 13, 1977

3:00 PM,COT

October 13, 1977

3:00 PM,CIIT

Bid Package No. 1:
Mechanical
1. Division 15, Mechanical

Bid Package No. 10:
Electrical
1. Division 16, Electrical

lid Package No.11:
43 Real Estate
Landscaping
Purdom & Uremia
Insurance 8. Real Estate
Southside Court Square
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

HWY 641 N - Only short
distance from city.
Country comfort in this
MOBILE HOME spaces.
newly decorated 3
Fox Meadows and
, 2 bath brick
bedroom
South
Coach Estates.
veneer, large living16th Street. Call 753dining room, spacious
3855
with
room
family
30. Buswess Rentals
Franklin fireplace.
Built-in kitchen includes
SMALL WAREHOUSE or
double-oven range, dishshop Excellent conafter
washer, compactor.
dition (11 753-8216
Situated on three level
5.
acres. Barn at rear of
32 Apartments For Rent
lot. Call or come by, 105
N. 12th BOYD MAJORS
APARTEFFICIENCY
REAL ESTATE 753MENT suitable for one
8010.
boy. Call 492-8225.

1. Sodding,Seeding,Top Soiling, Finish Grade-Section 2F
200 PM, CDT

October 13, 1977

Bid on two or more
By separate letter, attached to the Bid Form, a Combination
submitted for
complete packages will be considered, provided individual bids are
ed for less
consider
be
will
bid
No
Bid.
tion
each package included in the Combina
than a complete package.
amount
A satisfactory bid bond executed by the bidder or acceptable sureties in an
bon.
Bid
each
proposal
with
ed
submitt
be
shall
bid
the
)of
equal to five percent(5%
. The sucds shall be based on individual packages, NOT on a combination package
ance and
cessful bidder will be required to furnish and pay for satisfactory perform
that not
to
fact
the
called
is
n
Attentio
.
package
al
payment bond on each individu
be
less than minimum salaries and wages, as set forth.in the specifications, must
project.
this
on
paid
payment
Issuance of documents will be limited to two (2)sets per contractor upon
of plans.
return
upon
,
be
refunded
will
Deposits
set.
per
$100.00
of
deposit
of
er 21, 1977 at either

Plans will be-available to qualified bidders on or after Septemb
of the following locations:
A. Gresham & Kerr,John Keeling Associates
126 South Second Street
Paducah,Kentucky 42001

and Shrubs

apThe Murray fire Deportment wiN accept
October
p.m.
plications for employmeet eustil 5:00
may be
7,1977, Applications end other information
Poplar.
&
5th
chief
fire
the
of
obtained in the office
NOW AVAILABLE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
TURKEYS for sale, also
older refrigerator. $40
Works good. Call 4928354.
SALE - FRANKLIN
fireplace. 24 in. $199.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.

REAL ESTATE HELP
We are in need of Licensed Real Estate
and
Brokers and Salespeople, including man
Tenn.
or
Ky.
in
village
or
wife team, in any town
up to 100 miles from Paris Landing. We will help
YOU get .slarted. Come,call or write our home of233,
fice J. M. Austin, Soothleed Neel Estee, box
building
stone
in
Office
37040.
Tenn.
e,
Clarksvill
on Market Street,41A and 79 Highway. Call (615)
552-68.11

B. Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky, Inc.
New Hartford Pike(U.S. 231,South)
Owensboro,Kentucky 42301
Plans will be on file at the following locations:
F. W.Dodge Corporation
F.W. Dodge Corporation
F. W. Dodge Corporation
Nashville, Tennessee
Evansville,Indiana
Louisville, Kentucky
0
Builders Exchange
Louisville, Kentucky
Gresham & Kerr,
Associated General Contractors
Associates
Keeling
John
Of Western Kentucky
Paducah,Kentucky
Paducah,Kentucky
Construction Cost Consultants of Kentucky,Inc.
Owensboro,Kentucky
Hospital Board reserves the right to reject any or all
County
ay
-Callow
The Murray
in the bidding. N bid shall be withdrawn for a
ities
bids or to waive any informal
period of sixty (60) days subsequent to the opening of bids without consent of the
Owner.
END OF SECTION

4
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mulm

melba.
43 Real.f.state

43 Red iSlale
HWY. 641 North. Attractive Stone and Brick
3 BR home. 144 acre
wooded lot. Central heal
and air. Fireplace. 1 car
garage, large porch and
patio, 45,000.00. Wilson
Ins. & Real Estate, 7533263 anytime.

43 Real Estate

49. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 CAMARO needs
work. Call 767-2512
between 5 and 7 p.m.

John C.
Neubauer
Realtor
South 12th et *ammo
TELEPHONE 753-11151

51 Services Offered

FOR-SALE by owner - FOR SALE BY OWNER
Lake front & lake view - Duplex & fourplex
lots with all utilities in
lots on Ky. Lake in Pine
Stadium View SubBluff Shores also lots on
GRACIOUS LIVING Barkley Lake. Terms division. Call or see
this home has 3
available. James D. James D. Futrell Real
bedrooms, 2% baths,
Futrell Real Estate Dev. Estate Dev. 405 S. 40
playroom, study, family
405 S. 4th St., Murray, St., Murray, Ky. Day
room with fireplace.
Ky. Day 753-7668 night 753-7668 Night 753-2394.
Over 2600 sq. ft. 3 mi.
753-2394.
EXECUTIVE HOME south of city. Large treeLovely 3 bedroom, 2
shaded yard. Owner BIG FAMILY? A 4
bedroom,2% bath home
bath brick, family room
transferred, needs offer.
in Gatesborough, has all
Wilson Ins. & Real
with fireplace, central
built-ins, carpet,
and
heat
electric
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
fireplace in family
air...2600 sq. ft...owner ,97, J,,ed •Ddll •5,0,C•I•
room. Central gas heat,
leaving town...A home
BRICK 3 BEDROOM
central air condition,
for the family that likes
home located only 1 mile
double garage, all
thle "little extras." INOU
from Murray City
desirable features for
Loretta Jobs Realtors, ..Limits on large one plus
gracious living. Priced
753-1492.
acre lot. Concrete block
in 60's. Guy Spann
workshop and extra
46. Homes For Sale
Realty, 901 Sycamore,
outside storage building,
®KOPPERUD
753-7724.
nice garden area, lots of
REALTY 11
HOUSE REMODELED
trees, shurbs and
for sale or rent. Inquire
Happy
To
Key
"Your
I
flowers. A pretty picture
Lake
Solo's Market Highway
Howse Hunting"
for pleasant living.
Barkley
tiorth, Cottage Grove,
69
711 Maim 753-1222
Priced In the low 30's.
Properties
Tenn.
KOPPERUD
Phone
Three bedroom, 2
REALTY, 753-1222, for
BIG KY. LAKE lot with
ath, wrap around
THREE BEDROOM, all
all time, courteous real
good trailer. Very close
eck. Beautiful view of
wood. Newly decorated,
estate service.
to the water and near
lake. 12,0N.
insulated, electric
fully
Paris Landing. Move in
heat, air conditioner,
BUILDING LOTS - We
today at $6,000. J. H.
Country home, 4
garage with outbuilding.
have listed several
Austin, Southland Real
bedroom brick 2800 sq.
Very reasonable price,
choice building lots,
615Clarksville,
Estate,
ft. of living space on 5
Broad. Call 753:5504.
606
wooded and unwooded.
552-6831.
acres. 10 acres opTwo of these lots are in
tional. Carpeted, full
Circarama Subdivision
SIX ROOM HOME on 2 FOR SALE by owner.
basement.`38,100.
Four bedroom brick, P2
and owaiar want offer.
acres. Very level and
baths, fully carpeted,
KOPPERUD
Phone
fertile land, good for
New 3 bedroom white
ll built in
kitchen-a
REALTY, 753-1222 for
gardening.
and
pasture
half,
brick, bath and
with lots of
appliances
all your real state needs.
Plenty outbuildings.
landscaped, garage,
cabinet space, extra!!
Only 8 miles from
wall to wall carpet,Private swimming pool.
beautiful Ky. Lake and
70 ACRE FARM with
Shown by appointment
miles
5
Landing,
Paris
frontage on 2 roads, 6
only. Call 753-2864 after 5
to Lake Barkley. $17,500
and
front
Lake
tendable acres, tobacco
p. m.
furnished. Only 14 down.
lots
lakeview
barn, all fenced with
Southland
Austin,
H.
J.
available.
new barbed wire fenEstate, 47 Motorcycles
Real
cing. Phone KOP615-552-6831.
Clarksville,
LYNN
1973 750 YAMAHA, runs
PERUD REALTY, 753WALLER
good. 500.00. Call 753222. Real Estate
100 ACRES, 18 miles from
REALTOR
6630.
Headquarters in
A yea of Cada. Str
near
and
1 16.mff 4$
.
Paris Landing
Calloway County.
374.3 orturnorwa.
Lake Barkley. Price
S.
400
KZ
$375 per acre. J. H. 1976
home
FOUR BEDROOM
CITY LIVING in a
2
plus
Real
Kawasaki
Southland
Austin
and 20 acres just listed.
country setting. 3
615helmets. $700. Call 759Clarksville,
Estate,
Frame home in lovely
Bedroom brick with a
1047.
5524831.
wooded area with apspacious interior and a
49 Used Cars & Trucks
proximately 10 acres
128' x 256' landscaped
FOR THE large family
tendable. Good location
lot. Just 3 miles SE of
1973 PLYMOUTH Satelite
wanting country
8 miles northwest of
Murray city limits.
living...large 4 bedroom
Sebring, 2 dr. h.t. solid
Murray. For more inMany extras. Call
bi-level brick with 2t2
blue, 440 magnum
formation phone
STINSON REALTY,
baths. Finished full$950.00. Call
automatic.
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-3744.
sized basement. Located
1-354-6217.
753-1222. We are working
on 8 acres for ideal minihard to provide the best REDUCED TO 612,500
1970 FIREBIRD Sprint,
farm yet only 15 minutes
7
6
miles
acres,
about
you.
possible service to
blue with white stripes.
from
town.
Loretta
Jobs
east off 94 on Hale Road.
air-factory
Factory
Realtors,
753-1492.
Nice building spot near
137 N. Poplar-Semon
in
automatic
350
tape.
Lake.
and
Ky.
Murray
tranTurbo
floor.
98 acres near lake, road
smission, bucket seats,
on two sides. Good
Waldrop Realty
console, radio, Key
developing property or
"In Business
REALTY
Stone mags, new tires,
cleared for farm use.
Since 1956"
1695.00. Call 753-4174.
Galloway Realtor, 505
5271469 753-9625
793-9646
CJW.ELL C0.6
Main, Phone 753-5842.
TRIUMPH -TR7 - 1976.
AM-FM stereo-tape. Air
44 lots For Sale
condition, sun roof, 4
LARGE WOODED
speed. Under warranty lakeview lots, lake
6,500 miles. Call 753access - central water 0091.
all weather streets. In
Keniana Sub. Call 436- '- 1973 DODGE Charger.
2473 or 436-5320.
Chrome wheels. Air and
MY NAME IS THE HAZEL VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARpower. Call 753-7645.
TMENT. Presently, only a handful of people are
46. Homes For Sale
keeping me alive.! need the support of people 18
1977 CJ-5 Jeep Renegade,
THREE BEDROOMS, 2
years of age or over, who are willing to work and
x 52 home on
24
power steering, power
baths.
abide by my constitution.
.block foundation.
brakes. Has 3,000 miles.
Hazel
be
for
will
lost
protection
I
If die, fire
Gumbo mudders. Call
Electricity, water,
and the surrounding area. Also, fire insurance
days, 753-6970, nights
sewerage system inrates will be higher.
753-6345.
stalled. Has electric
If you are interested in helping me survive,
furnace, air conditioner,
please attend a special meeting SEPTEMBER 27,
1968 FORD FALCON, 4
electric stove, dish1977, at the HAZEL CITY NAIL,7:00 p.m.
door, power sterring,
washer. Immediate
radio, heater, air, local
occupancy. On large
car. Spare never on
wooded lot. Take Rt. 121
Jr South to New Concord,
ground. Call 759-1231.
then Rt. 444 to Keniana
Buy of The Week
1966 DELTA 88, good
Sub. office. Call 436-2473
body flees tune-up,
or 436-5320.
3 Bedroei4 brick, good location. Mid 30's.
200.00. Call 753-7926.
THREE
BEDROOM
Beautiful brick tome near Oaks Country Club
HOUSE in Old Almo, VW BUG,1968, good tires,
and Golf Course. 4,
fully carpeted. Call 437good transportation.
4214.
Needs body work. Best
New brick homes in Fairview Acres and Lynoffer. Call 753-9906 after
nwood Estates - low 40's.
BY OWNER -3 bedroom
6 p. in.
brick, 1 12 baths, large
county.
the
throughout
located
lots
Building
kitchen-den, wall to wall
1963 GMC - 1 ton truck
closets,
3
in
walk
carpet,
Lynin
old
year
with grain bed. Call 7531
than
less
brick
Bedroom
3
attached garage, double
0410.
nwood Estates.
driveway.
concrete
Economical gas central
1965 CHEVROLET ImPrice Reduced
heat. Central electric air
pala convertible. 327
2 Bedroom frame home on Rt. 121 South. Owner
conditioning with
engine, manual tranSays Sell.
conthermostatically
smission. Can be seen at
in
roof.
fan
trolled
properMercy Ambulance or
other
or
these
of
any
on
For information
$35,900. 1701 Magnolia.
call 753-9333.
ties Call:
6
Call 753-7906.
1976 FIREBIRD Esprit,
NEW SPANISH style 4
excellent condition. Low
bedroom located in
mileage. Call 901442Canterbury Estates on
8538 after 4 p. m.
large wooded lot. All
energy saving features.
VAN
1973
FORD
Over 3,000 sq. ft. Price
cylinder,
8
Eco
omline.
151-1333
upper 60's. Call Bill
auto4iatic transmission.
has tome
forts Sbooldm
7)3-1544
Page Building ConCall 53-1713 from 8 to 5
153-7N1
tractor 753-3672.
p. m.

1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1.973 MAVERICK, 4 door,
V-8$1750.00.,full factory
power and air, 18-72
MPG in town, 27 on the
road, real good condition. 436-5548.
1972 VEGA, ail and
power, mechanically
good. 300.00. Also 75
laying hens. 1.50 each.
Call 753-6897.
4(115

49 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 MERCURY MONTEGO station wagon, V8. Double power and air.
52,000 actual miles. Call
753-8693.

1976 DODGE Sportsman
Royal Van. Power
brakes and steering, air,
.cruise-control, 13,900
*tual miles, pop-out
Excellent
windows.
condition. Phone 753BUSES FOR SALE: One
6752 after 5:00 p. m.
1960 Ford,54 passenger,
one i968 International,
RUNABOUT
60 passenger, both in 1973 PINTO
good
conditioril
good
excellent condition. Call
on gas. Must sell. Call
753-4377 day, 753-8004
759-1318 or 436-2418.
night.

1974 PINTO. Good gas
mileage and in excellent
condition. $1750.00. And
1961 VW Van 8150.00.
Call 354-6217 after 4 p.
m.
1970 CHEVY MALIBU, 2
door hardtop Call 7532467.
1970 BUICK I.E SABRE.
$800. Call 753-3606, or
can see at 1501 Oak
Drive.
1973 BUICK REGAL.
Extra clean, sharp.
$2400. Call 753-4358.
1975 GRAND PRIX 35,000
miles. Double power and
air. No; tires. Call 7539507
1972 DATSUN 1200. Good
condition. Automatic.
Call 753-2691,
1973 CHEVROLET
pickup Cheyene Super
10. Long wheel base,
Power steering and
brakes. air and tilt
wheel. Red with black
interior. Radial tires.
needs
Transmission
work. Call 354-6206 after
4 p. m

PLEASE HELP
ME!!!
I'M DYING!!!

1972 COMET 250.00. Call
759-1181.
1968 KENT/OATH Brude
250 Cummings engine,
automatic transmission.
All good rubber. Two
extra tires and wheels.
Call 436-5353.
1972 MG MIDGET $107k.
Before 4:00 p.m. 753-,
0269.
1976 GRAND PRIX, AMFM stereo tape. Power
steering, air condition.
Brand new tires. Call
753-4331.
50 Campers
WHITES CAMPER
SALES
authorized
Starcraft dealer for both
travel trailers and fold
downs. 1978 models
arriving. We service
what we sell. Good
of
used
selection
campers. Bank financing available. Located
4 miles East of Murray
on Highway 94 East.
Call 753-0605.
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
TRAILERS - complete
campers' store and
service deaprtrnent at
124 and Route 68. Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.

SALES CAREER
LIMITED TRAVEL
we ore monuileeturews al chemical specialties for the inehostrial,
institutional end commarcist markets.
emceed, hales
if you are a herd warier with•string desire to
experience Wised) we will Unrest ear time awl mismi te bap
you become nacessfel.
tem5200 to S350 meekly innt mid hocratives logniast %oral
fringe
Reiman tinessa allewance what training. hulked
lennefits

Send F,Thurne to:
DELTA FOREMOST CHEMICAL
P.O. Box 30310, Memphis, Term 38130
An Equal Opporturnty Employer

PLEASE HELP ME!!!

4

X1-9,
FIAT
1975
removable hardtop
convertible, like new,
only 13,000 miles.
3,100.00. Call 247-8142
after 5 p. in. or see at
1224 Sunnyside Drive,
Mayfield.

FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or 12
passenger van. Murray
Leasing, Inc. 753-1372.

QUALITY

Fulton Young
Realty

4 ton truck
3
1976 GMC /
82,000 lb. gross weight.
Power steering and
brakes. 18,0000 miles.
Call 753-7981.

-

755-5343

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.
CUSTOM UPHOLSTERY
on any type of furniture.
Free estimates. Call 7539753.
ELECTRIC
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.
ELECTRICAL WIRING home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continuous gutters
installed per your
Call
specifications.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
offers
Servicemaster
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
years, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special introductory offer for July
and August, all carpet
and furniture cleaning
performed will be
Scotchguard free of
charge. Also contract
cleaning daily, weekly
or monthly. Call Servicemaster, 753-0259
today.
GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
BABYSITTING - Will do
babysitting in my home
while you work, go to
school, or' have an
evening out. Will consider any shift. Exwith
perienced
references. Call 7536421.
WILL
HAUL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
We cut Glass for
pictures, windows
and doors, Free!

Murray Noma
A Auto
arestnet Si.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for )our
needs.
GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing.
aluminum siding and
gutters Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

\ RM-Located in the northern section of
C,allowa) County, only 2 miles east of Dexter on
Highway 1346.49 ACRES and maintenance f 4
bedroom home that features living room,kitcLp
with nearly new dishwasher, bath, den and woddburnmg stove,large utility area, and patio. Good
usuable outbuildings, new 4 inch drilled well,
large tool shed, adequate stock water, and fences. Farm is in 2 tracts, the house and 19 acres,
and 30 acres across the highway. It would be
very easy to divide if so desired. Total price of
$48,200.

INSULATION SAVES
Wt. Rockwool insulation blown attics
and walls. Financing
Free
available.
estimates. Call 753-3316.

1-1ACRES OF PRIME WATERFRONT-Acreage
on Kentucky Lake. Nice 2 bedroom stone cottage
and concrete launching ramp on site. Good water
on large protected bay, also frontage on main
lake. Excellent view from any point of property.
City water is to property. Located only 2 miles
off U.S. Highway 68.

MORILF: HOME anchors,
underpinning, awnings,
roofs sealed, and Alcoa
.ilurninurn house siding
& trim. -.Call Jack
Glover, 753-1873 after 5
or oeekends.

MORGAN, TREVATHAN, AND
GUNN,Inc.
108 East 12th St.
Benton, Kentucky 42025
Murray Phone 753-7434
Benton Phone 527-3242

51 Seniices Offered

51 Services Offered

TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 7534707.

PAINTING, interior and
exterior. By the hour or
job. Free estimate. Call
753-8343.

DAM SPRAYING
tathmai.

List Your Property With Us
704101
505 Mei St.

1-100, MR. LANCE) (fOL)
oRGO-r YOUR LIT-fLE 6AmEiv

11
a

3E)
HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
carpentry. 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p. m.
CUSTOM COMBINING,
corn shilling, wide row.
picking and
Bean
hauling. Call 489-2792.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
88.00. Call 753-0359.

ilnpan 7 SERVICE
dicotimo
UALy17Inc. Air co
sen-r.
es and
vice. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.
1

Ace Ili
andrtow Paring &
Seal Costing,
am I:theme
Phone 436-2573

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
DO YOU NEED stump'
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can removii
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free eStimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
MATURE LADY will stay
with elderly or sick in
Murray or Paris Area.
and
Experienced
references furnished.
Call 901-782-5961.
GLASS Wow mirrors,
aluminum store fronglass,
auto
ts,
plexiglass, plate, window glass and glass
showcases. M and G
Glass,
Complete
Dixieland Center, 7530180.
54. Free Column
FREE KITTENS, 12
weeks. One black and
white male, one tiger
striped male, 1 Calico
female.. Call 753-9298.

You Can Stili Buy
Your Dream House
This lovely brick home has just been reduced. It has 3
spacious bedrooms with 2 baths-large Great Room with
built-in shelves and desk, raised hearth, eat-in kitciven-Many of the extra's you have dreamed about. Make
an oiler today-

-\\

753-1492
1200 Sycamore
After Home
Loretta lobs - 753-6079
Helen Spann - 7534579

Dill Payne - 753-1794
Brenda /Ones - 753-8448

First Er Probably
The Last

Bedding
Sale
as you know we ve never cut our bedding
prices This sole is on o first come first serve
or order basis

eTwin Sires
Reg Price up to '199 00

$7995_89995
*Single Piece
Bunkie
$3995
Rt.,4

FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs "...Call
437-4533 or after 8 p m
354-8161 or 354-8138
-

WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.

6 .4

•FullSize
Peg '1 39 00

Reg '218 00

*12900

$8900

.Queen Size
Reg '299 00

*18996
This is the Price for
Mattress & Box
Springs

Murray Furniture
Mart
90 Days Some As Cash
153-8$711
Court Square
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Training For Life Is Sermon Subject For Dr. Fisher

Homicide Sentences
Draw Criticism
TACOMA, Wash. (AP) —
Mark Alan Sankey ran a red
light, and his car struck and
killed three people. He drew a
10-day prison term for
negligent homicide.
Earl F. Deyette drove
across a center line, and his
car struck and killed two
people. He drew a 10-year
prison term for negligent
homicide.
The difference in sentences
sparked a demonstration
Friday and renewed criticism
of the state's allowing judges
to hand out sentences ranging
from nothing to 10 years for
conviction of negligent
homicide.
There have been various
the
before
proposals
legislature to limit sentencing
iliscretion in such homicide
ases, but none has become
"I know he deserved some
lime," said Marlene Deyette,
29, rain soaking her hair and
streaming down her face as
other
16
joined
she
demonstrators outside the
County-City building on
Friday. "But people are not
getting equal justice in our
courts. This judge was in a
bad mood so he gave my

husband 10 years."
Her husband, Earl, 34, was
sentenced on Tuesday by
Pierce County Superior Court
Judge E. Albert Morrison.
Deyette pleaded guilty last
April 11 to being intoxicated
when his pickup truck crossed
the center line of the Narrows
Bridge and struck a sedan
head-on, killing, two Gig
Harbor teenagers.
On Monday, Judge Waldo F.
Stone, sentenced Sankey, 21,
to 10 days for negligent
homicide in a March 19 auto
downtown
in
accident
l'uyallup. He had run a red
light and struck a parked car,
killing three.
In sentencing Deyette to 10
years, Morrison said that the
lighter sentence received by
-Sankey was a "mockery of
justice."

Memorial Church To
Hear Rev. White

texttext will be from John 10:7-11
Teachers in the Church
School held each Sunday
between the morning services
will be recogrkzed at the
services on Sunday which is
"Christian Education Sunday."
Greeters for Sunday will be
Mr. and Mrs. Sid Easley.
Youth activities for Sunday
will include: Youth Choir, 4:30
to 5:30 p. m. (Grades 7-121;
Children's Choir, 5:30 to 6:38
I.a wson p. m. (Grades 1-6); snack
Rev.
The
Williamson, pastor of the supper, 5:30 p. m., Sally and
Baptist Eli
Sinking Spring
youth
Alexander;
Church, will speak at the
m.
eleven a. m. and 7:15 p.
worship services on Sunday,
September 25 at the church.
Special music at the morning service will be by the
Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
as pianist and Mrs. Jim Neale
as organist. They will sing
"Because He Lives" and
"Learning To Lean."
Bun Wilkerson, deacon of
the week, will assist in the
morning services. This
Sunday will be Promotion Day
in the church.
The youth choir will meet at
six p. m. for practice and will
sing in the evening service.
The deacons will meet at 6:30
p. m.
Sunday School will be at ten
a. m.and Church Training will
be at 6:30 p. m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Mrs. Becky Vance,
Mrs. Della Boggess, and Mrs.
GET YOUR CHOICE OF
Gladys Williamson.

"Training For Life" will be
the subject of the sermon by
the Rev. Dr. James A. Fisher,
Sr., at the 8:45 and 10:50 a. m.
worship services on Sunday,
September 25, at the First
United Methodist Church. His

Sinking Spring To
Hold Services

OUTSTANDING CADET RECOGNIZED—Douglas B. McCann, Kirksey, has been
designated as one of five Distinguished Military Students at Murray State University.
McCann, the son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. McCann of Route 1, is a senior majoring in
criminology and corrections. He was selected on the bases of his academic abilities,
leadership qualities, high moral character, and his interest in military service. Shown
with McCann is ITC Randell G. Routt, chairman of the Department of Military Science
at Murray State.

Dr. David C. Roos Speaker At First Christian Churchservice, the

The Rev:Dr. David C. Roos
will speak on the subject, "A
Second Look At Loving
Yourself," at the 10:45 a.m.
worship services on Sunday,
September 25, at the First
Christian Church (Diseiples of
Christ). His scripture will be
from Matthew 22:36-40.
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem, "Praise The Lord,"
Jane Prince "will be organist,
with Dr. Woodfin Hutson as
worship leader and Clay
Perkins as candle lighter.
A service of dedication will
be held for Rachel Lenn
Puttoff, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Puttoff, and the
rose on the Chancel Rail will
be in honor of Adam James
Clinkenbeard, new son of Mrs.
and Mrs. Jim Clinkenbeard.
Elders serving will be
Henry Holton and Eugene
Scott. Deacons serving will be

Collins,
David
Elmer
Eldredge, Norman Hale, and
Leon Smith. Greeters will be
Mrs. T.N. McDougal, Mr.
Rubye Roberts, and Thomas
Redden.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m.
Following the morning

annual
worship
congregational dinner will be
held to welcome on Murray
State University students.
This will be a potluck dinner.

Bro. John Dale To
Speak On Subject

At Church Sunday

. 010

SALE
BUY A CASE
LAM &
GARDEN
TRACTOR

Vesper services will be held
The Memorial Baptist
Sunday at 6 ro.m. Sheila
Church will have regular
Barnes will show slides made
worship services at 10:50 a.m.
during a MSU study tour of
and seven p.m. on Sunday,
Austria, and will play the
September 25, oith the pastor,
piano with Dr. Roos leading
the Rev. Jerrell White, as the
the singing.
speaker and the Rev. Ron
Sunday youth meetings will
Hampton. minister of music,
be as follows: God and
directing the music.
Country award class with Dr.
"Three Tests For Your
Roos at 4:30 p.m; youth choir
Spirituality" with scripture
practice with MargaretPorter
from James 1:26-27 will be the
-Bold Mission," a muSical as director at 5 p.m.; God
morning sermon topic, and
service of concern and love for Squad supper at 5:30 p.m. and
"The Sin.of Partiality" with
persons and boldness in meeting at 6 p.m. with Senior
from James 2:1-13
scripture
Its Not the Same Old Me"
Holy Communion will be
Christian living, will be Youth Director Ruth Perkins;
be the evening sermon
will
- will, be the subject of the
Choir
d at the 8:30 a.m.
Church
by
the
celebrate
Gary
presented
with
Group
Senior Youth
topic.
sermons for the 8:30 and 10:40
of the First Baptist Church on Martin, associate youth services on Sunday, SepThe Adult Choir, directed by
a.m. and six p.m. worship
tember 25, at the St. John
Sunday, September 25, at 7 director, at6 p.m.
the Rev. Hampton with
services on Sunday. Sepp.m.
God Squad officers are Episcopal Church, Main and
Wilkins as organist
Margaret
tember 25, at the Seventh and
Directed by Wayne Halley, Mark Austin, president, Amy Broach Streets, Murray. The
and Diane Dixon as pianist,
Poplar Church of Christ. Bro.
minister of music of the Roos, vice-president, Patrice Rev. Stephen Davenport will
present special music.
will
John Dale will be the speaker,
church, the musical will Fleming, program chairman, be celebrant with Robert
Ralph Bogard, deacon of the
with his scriptures from Gal. week, will assist in the morfeature Joan Bowker as and Melanie Roos, in charge Whitmer as acolyte.
2:20-21 and II Cor. 5:17.
Morning Prayer services
organist and Allene Knight as of activities.
service.
ning
Assisting in the services will
will be at 9:45 a.m. with Ray
pianist. G.T. Moody, minister
Teaching will ,be at
Church
be Ron McNutt, Owen
Rodden as acolyte. Church
of education, will give the
9:40 a.m. SunV with Elbert
Moseley, Bruce McManus,
7•ill be at eleven a.m.
School
and
welcome.
United
director,
Thomason as 1The Mt. Pleasant
James Herndon, Max Walker,
day
Sunday.
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
Training will be at six Methodist Church, located
Church
Randy Wright, Jerry Bolls,
p.m. with J. • T. Lee as just across the state line in pastor of the church, will
Emmanuel Manners, Nelson
-director.
Henry County, Tn., will hold speak on the subject, The St. John Baptist Church
Murdock, Paul Kelly, Kim
revival services starting "Imitations," at the 10:45 will observe its 77th church
Weatherford, Larry Evans, Singing Convention
September 25, and a.m. service with his scripture anniversary on Sunday,
Sunday,
and Nicky Ryan.
continuing through Friday, from Ephesians 5:1-2. John September 25, at three p. m.
Presiding and serving The Scheduled On Sunday
Randolph, deacon of the week,
September 30.
Guest speaker will be Rev.
Lord's Supper will be Tommy
Warren, will assist in the service.
Julian
Rev.
The
C. Taughber, minister of
A.
County
Calloway
The
Morgan,
Mike
,
Carraway
A solo, "Lost In His Love,"
of the Lynn Grove and
Fair View Baptist Church
the
Steve Howard, and Ted Singing Convention will be pastor
Halley
churches, will be the will be sung by Wayne
at
Mayfield.
Howard. Liia Turner will be held Sunday,September 25, at Goshen
evangelist at the ser- with the Church Choir to sing
The public is invited to
the 'teen nursery helper. 1:30 p. m. at the Flint Baptist guest
be held at 7:30 each "Greater Love Hath No Man." attend, said the church pastor,
to
vices
Department Church, located west of Ahno
Extension
Sunday School will be at 9:30
evening, according to the
the Rev. C. E. Timberlake.
members this week will be Heights.
the Rev. Tom a.m. and Church Training at 6
pastor,
church
Officers are Tilghman
Michael Russell, Earl Steele,
Perkins, who invites the p.m. A breakfast for the
Ronnie Sills, and Edward Barrow, president, and
attend. Special Murray State University
Dwane Jones, secretary, who public to
Thomas.
be held at each students will be at 8:30 a.m.
will
singing
Bible Study will be held at invite all singers and listeners
Volunteer nursery workers
service.
to attend.
,
9:40 a.m. Sunday.
will be Dr. and Mrs. Rex
Galloway, Ray Clark, Mrs.
The Rev. Buzz Rabatin will
Wilburn Farris, Mrs. James speak on the subject,"How To
Rogers, Mrs. Orvis Hendrick, Listen To A Sermon," at the
Mrs. Carney AndruS, Miss 10:45 a.m. worship services on
Angie Hale, Miss Cheryl Sunday, September 25, at the
Judy First Presbyterian Church.
Mrs.
Johnston,
Henninger, Miss Mitzi Cathey, His scripture will be from
Miss Carol Spann, Mrs. Karl Proverbs 9:7-10 and Romans
rHussung, an4.1 Miss Pat 10:14-15.
Schmelter.
direct
will
Kathy Mowery
Sunday School Preparation the choir and Pat McCormick
will be held Monday and will be organist.
Tuesday at 7 p.m. with the
Sunday School will be at ten
Loyalty Dinner with Dr. a. m.
James L. Sullivan as speaker
The Adult choir rehearsal
on Wednesday at 6 p.m. in the will be held Wednesday at 6:30
Fellowship Hall of the church. p. m. Arts and Crafts
workshops will be held
Wednesd at the church at a.
9:30 a. m. d 7:30 p. m. --"*"
Sunday, 0 tober 2, 2W be
World CommlflNn Day at the
church. The Church Women
will meet at seven p. m. on
October 2.
Sunday.
Bro. Kenneth Hoover,

Adult Choir Will
Present Musical
At First Church

meetings at 6:30 p. m.
Senior High on "What Do We
Place in High Value?" and
Junior High on "Two Minute
Fire Drill."
Officers for the group are as
follows: Junior High — Tracy
Lori
Beyer, president;
dent;
vice-presi
er,
Schanbach
Sandra Whaley, secretary treasurer. Senior High —
Delaine Honchul, president;
viceJackson,
Karen
Pitts,
Mike
president;
secretary-treasurer. The Rev.
Robert E. Farless, associate
minister, is youth leader.

Holy Communion At

NOW
PIKED RON 095.01 AIM UP

ONE OF THE FOLLOWING

FREE!

Episcopal Church

Mt. Pleasant Will
Hold Revival Meet

Baptist Church To
Have Anniversary

YOU CAN STILL BUY AT 1977 PRICES
BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE BUY NOW AT

McKeel
, Equipment Co., Inc.
nut
"
503

753-306?

Presbyterians To
Hear Rev. Rabatin

AT

Bro. Hoover Will
Speak Sunday At

Jim Fain Motors

--

Church Of Christ

minister of the University
Church of Christ, will speak ,t
the 10:30 a. m. and six p.
worship services on Sundas.
September 25. His morning
topic will be -The Dynamic of
Divine Love" and his evening
sermon topic will be -Baptisms of The Bible."
Keith Hays will read the
morning scripture front I
Corinthians 13:1-7, and the
evening scripture o ill be from
Romans 6:1-11. Ernie Bailey
will direct the song er% ice
and Robert Hendon will tiLike
the announcements.
Prayers will be led by Leroy
Eldridge, Tom Ballard. tarry
Dunn, and John Gallagher.
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Richard Stnith. Bob
Starks, Terry Smith, Duane
Dycus, Tim Feltner. George
Gallagher, Milburn Evans,
Vernon Butterworth,awl Pete
Wyro.
Nursery supervisors will be
Laura Parker. Wilma Wilson,Rachel Hendon, 11f 1,1iie
Gallagher, Sue Smith. And
Emily Humphreys.
Bible study will be held at
9:30 a. m. Sunday.

DODGE DIPLOMAT IWO-DOOR.

The most fiendishly seductive new car on the road
e,
today. Easy to maneuver and seductively affordabl
with
too. Diplomat's a mid-size, mid-price luxury car
classic, sculptured lines. And a long list of standard
features that will make you reexamine your idea of
what luxury cars are all about. Standard features
that include:
A 348 VS with Electronic Power steering
hansverse Torsion-Bar
Loan Bum System
Front Suspension
TorqueNte automatic
Deluxe wheel covers
transmission
Radlal-ply fires
Power front disc/rear
Space Saving spare tire.
drum brakes

Jim Fain Motors
810 Sycamore

753-0632

•

Calvary Temple To
Hear Rev. Harris _
And Rev. Owen
The Rev. J. Marland Harris
will preach in the morning
worship service at Calvary
Temple First Pentecostal
Church of God, located on
Hwy. 641 So., on Sunday
morning, September 25.
The Rev. Wayne Owen will
preach at the Sunday night
service which will be opening
night of revival services.
Services will begin each
evening at 7:30 p.m.
The choir, directed by Mrs
Linda Stalls, will sing "I Need
Jesus" and "I Should Have
Been jrucified" featuring
Richard Clendenen, soloist.
Following the morning
worship service a pot luck
luncheon willske served.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. with classes for everyone
and nursery provided.
The Youth Group will meet
at six P.m.

Now's the time to make your home a fortress against
winter's icy wind and zero temperatures.
First, make sure you have enough insulation. You need at
least R-19 value insulation (a 6-inch fiberglass ball or equiva2-inch batt) under your
1
lent) in your attic and R-11 value (a 3/
floor.
Then you need either storm doors and windows or
.
inexpensive sheets of plastic tacked up outside your windows
Finally, caulk and weatherstrip all outside door and
window frames, sealing up every, crack.
Now you're ready for a long,ltsiege of winter cold at less
cost.
For more information on winterizing your home ask usfor a
free copy of Home Winterizing Check List.

West Ky. Rural Eledric
Cooperative Corporation
Miray-Mayfield

